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Bahrain, UAE push for dialogue to solve conflicts
 Abu Dhabi

His Majesty King Hamad bin 
Isa Al Khalifa and the UAE 

President, His Highness Shaikh 
Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahy-
an, called for de-escalation in 
the Middle East region, avoiding 
military escalation, and prior-
itising diplomatic solutions and 
the settlement of all conflicts 
through dialogue and negoti-
ation.

This came as HM the King 
and HH Shaikh Mohammed bin 
Zayed Al Nahyan met in Abu 
Dhabi yesterday.

They also urged the interna-
tional community to shoulder its 
responsibilities in implementing 
immediate ceasefire resolutions 
in the Gaza Strip, ensuring the 
safety of civilians, and providing 
them with necessary humanitar-
ian assistance without obstacles.

The two leaders emphasised 
the necessity of effective in-
ternational action to achieve 
comprehensive and just regional 

peace, granting the Palestinian 
people their legitimate rights, 
and establishing their independ-
ent state based on the two-state 

solution.
They stressed the importance 

of continuing consultation and 
coordination according to a uni-
fied strategic vision aimed at 
achieving common interests for 
both countries and their peo-
ples, strengthening Gulf and 
Arab ties, and international co-
operation in promoting peace, 
tolerance, and human solidarity.

Pride
His Majesty expressed his 

pride in the historical and dis-
tinguished ties between the 
leaderships and peoples of the 
two countries, wishing UAE’s 
leadership, government, and 
people continued progress and 
prosperity.

HM King Hamad and HH Shai-
kh Mohammed bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan discussed the relations 
between the two countries and 

further bolstering them to serve 
common interests. They also 
reviewed regional and inter-
national developments and ex-
changed views on them.

Hope
The two sides expressed their 

hope for positive outcomes and 
constructive decisions from 
the upcoming Arab Summit in 
its 33rd session, to be hosted 
by the Kingdom of Bahrain on 
May 16 under the presidency of 
HM the King Hamad bin Isa Al  
Khalifa.

The event aims to strength-
en Arab solidarity, unity, and 
enhance the capabilities and 
potential of the Arab nation in 
political and economic aspects, 
protect its national security, and 
meet its aspirations towards 
progress and sustainable devel-
opment.

HM the King with HH Shaikh Mohammed bin Zayed

Israel rattles Lebanon 
with ‘offensive action’

Cross-border strikes heighten regional tensions as aircraft and tanks pound Gaza
AFP | Jerusalem 

Israel said yesterday its forces 
were carrying out “offen-
sive action” in Lebanon after 

launching cross-border strikes 
targeting Hamas ally Hezbol-
lah as Israeli aircraft and tanks 
pounded the Gaza Strip.

Since the Israel-Hamas war 
erupted on October 7, Lebanon’s 
powerful Iran-backed Hezbol-
lah group and Israeli forces have 
traded near-daily fire, height-
ening fears of a wider conflict 
breaking out.

In war-battered Gaza, there 
has been mounting concern over 
Israeli plans to launch an assault 
on the southern Gazan city of 
Rafah, where 1.5 million peo-
ple have sought refuge, many in 
makeshift encampments.

Aid groups warn any inva-
sion would create catastroph-
ic conditions for civilians, but 
government spokesman David 
Mencer said Israel was “mov-
ing ahead” with its operation 
in Rafah, which Israeli offi-
cials have described as the 

“last” major Hamas stronghold 
where militants may be holding  
hostages.

Hamas yesterday released a 
video showing a man it said was 
one of the 129 hostages Isra-
el estimates remain in Gaza, a 
number that includes 34 pre-
sumed dead.

Military aid 
Also yesterday, US President 

Joe Biden signed a bill author-
ising $13 billion in military aid 
to close ally Israel.

The bill also included $1 bil-
lion in humanitarian aid for 
Gaza, which Biden demanded 
Israel allow reach Palestinians 

“without delay”.
Regional tensions remain 

high more than 200 days into 
the devastating war, which was 
triggered by Hamas’s October 7 
attack on Israel.

Defence Minister Yoav Gal-
lant said that “many forces are 
deployed” along Israel’s north-

ern border, claiming the military 
has eliminated “half of Hezbol-
lah’s commanders in southern 
Lebanon” in months of violence.

Israel has struck increasing-
ly deeper into Lebanon, while 
Hezbollah has stepped up rocket 
fire and drone attacks on Israeli 
military bases across the border.

“IDF (military) forces are cur-
rently carrying out offensive 
action throughout southern 
Lebanon”, Gallant said, with-
out specifying whether ground 
troops had crossed the border.

Air strikes
Early yesterday, hospital and 

security sources in Gaza report-
ed Israeli air strikes in Rafah 
as well as the central Nuseirat 
refugee camp.

An AFP correspondent and 
witnesses reported heavy bom-
bardment in northern Gaza 
overnight.

Government  spokesman 
Mencer said “Israel is moving 
ahead with our operation to tar-
get Hamas in Rafah”, without 
providing a timeline.

Israeli plain-clothed military personnel measure a part of an Iranian ballistic missile, located in an open area near the 
southern city of Arad. Iran carried out an unprecedented direct attack on Israel overnight April 13-14, using more than 
300 drones, cruise missiles and ballistic missiles, in retaliation for a deadly April 1 air strike on the Iranian consulate in 
Damascus. (AFP)

Circular issued on 
Labour Day holiday
TDT | Manama

His Royal  Highness 
Prince Salman bin 

Hamad Al Khalifa, the 
Crown Prince and Prime 
Minister, yesterday issued 
a circular on the upcoming 
Labour Day.

According to the circu-
lar, ministries and all other 
public institutions will close 
on Wednesday, 1 May 2024, 
marking Labour Day.

King Salman leaves 
hospital after 
routine checkup

Jeddah

Saudi Arabia’s King Sal-
man bin Abdulaziz Al 

Saud left the King Fais-
al Specialist Hospital in 
Jeddah after completing a 
routine checkup, the Saudi 
Press Agency reported yes-
terday night.

C i t i n g  a  s t a t e m e n t 
from the Royal Court, the 
state-media report earlier 
said that the Saudi leader 
was admitted “to conduct 
routine examinations which 
will take several hours.”

King Salman, 88, was last 
admitted to hospital in May 
2022 for a colonoscopy pro-
cedure and medical tests, 
also at the Jeddah hospital, 
according to official reports.

King Salman

282m face acute 
hunger in 2023
AFP | Paris

Food insecurity worsened 
around the world in 

2023, with some 282 million 
people suffering from acute 
hunger due to conflicts, par-
ticularly in Gaza and Sudan, 
UN agencies and develop-
ment groups said yesterday.
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Protecting earth, preserving health
Experts discuss climate change’s ‘alarming’ impact on healthcare at C3 Summit

• Global call made 
for ‘urgent’ action 
and sustainable 
healthcare solutions

Zahra Ayaz
TDT | Manama

Experts shed light on the 
far-reaching consequenc-
es of climate change on 

the healthcare sector during a 
thought-provoking panel dis-
cussion held at the C3 Summit, 
dubbed the “Davos of health-
care”.

Moderated by Mr. Essam Al-
gobaisi, CEO of the Business In-
telligence Group in KSA, the pan-
elists, Mr. Murat Seitnepesov, 
President of the Greater Caspian 
Association in Switzerland, and 
Dr. Naeema Hassan Al-Gasseer, 
GCC National Health and De-
velopment Expert in Bahrain, 
delved into the pressing issues 
at hand.

Dr. Al-Gasseer highlighted 
the vital need to enhance health 
security in the face of climate 
change. Reflecting on the COV-
ID-19 pandemic, she emphasised 
the lack of preparedness exhib-
ited by even the most advanced 
healthcare systems worldwide.

Dr. Al-Gasseer stressed the 
importance of adhering to inter-
national health regulations and 
the necessity for transparency 
and information sharing among 
nations.

Furthermore, she pointed out 
that climate change plays a sig-
nificant role in the spread of ep-
idemic and communicable dis-

eases, with 70 per cent of such 
diseases being zoonotic.

“The negative impacts of cli-
mate change, including limited 
access to safe drinking water and 
malnutrition, particularly affect-
ing girls and women, further 
exacerbate the health challenges 
faced by communities globally.”

Urgent action 
Meanwhile, Mr. Seitnepesov 

highlighted the urgent need for 
action in tackling climate change 
and its associated problems.

Proposals for climate technol-
ogists and the implementation of 
food standards were discussed 
as potential solutions. Notably, 
initiatives to restore or grow one 
trillion trees have already been 
set into motion, with 100 com-
panies having planted 12 billion 
trees to date.

Mr. Seitnepesov emphasised 
that climate change can lead to 
the release of ancient viruses 
and bacteria through the melt-
ing of permafrost. Additional-
ly, extreme climates in jungles 

and other regions may foster 
the emergence of new infectious 
diseases.

Significant challenge
While progress has been made 

in vaccine development and 
prediction, early detection of 
pathogens remains a significant 
challenge.

Mr. Seitnepesov proposed 
the use of digital technology 
to detect these pathogens in 
high-traffic areas such as air-
ports, railways, shopping malls, 

and conferences, thereby mini-
mising the risk of transmission.

As climate-related challeng-
es persist, it is imperative for 
nations, healthcare systems, 
and individuals to collectively 
address this issue and work to-
wards building a resilient and 
sustainable healthcare infra-
structure for the future.

Dr. Naeema and Mr. Seitnepesov answer questions during a panel discussion

It is important 
to adhere to 

international health 
regulations and 
the necessity for 

transparency and 
information sharing 

among nations
DR. NAEEMA HASSAN AL-GASSEER, GCC 
NATIONAL HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENT 

EXPERT IN BAHRAIN

Digital technology 
must be used 

to detect these 
pathogens in high-

traffic areas such as 
airports, railways, 

shopping malls, and 
conferences, thereby 
minimising the risk 

of transmission
MR. MURAT SEITNEPESOV, PRESIDENT 

OF THE GREATER CASPIAN ASSOCIATION 
IN SWITZERLAND

Kingdom supports innovation and creativity
TDT | Manama

His Excellency Shaikh Sal-
man bin Khalifa Al Khalifa, 

the Minister of Finance and Na-
tional Economy, emphasised the 
Kingdom of Bahrain’s keenness 
on providing a conducive envi-
ronment for the growth of high 
potential sectors that is driven 
by innovation and creativity, 
to support the achievement of 
economic development goals.

The minister spoke during a 
meeting with Frederic Genta, 

the Secretary of Attractiveness, 
Development and Digital Trans-
formation at the Government of 
Monaco and his accompanying 
delegation, attended by Noor 
bint Ali Alkhulaif, Minister of 
Sustainable Development and 
Chief Executive of the Bahrain 
Economic Development Board.

Shaikh Salman highlighted 
the importance of exchanging 
best practices in digital innova-
tion which contributes to creat-
ing fresh prospects for econom-
ic growth.H.E. Shaikh Salman speaks at the meeting

Public interaction with citizens a priority
TDT | Manama

His Highness the Southern 
Governor, Shaikh Khal-

ifa bin Ali Al Khalifa has af-
firmed that the governorate 
continues to interact with the 
public through the weekly 
Majlis and follow up on their 
requirements in cooperation 
with concerned government 
authorities.

He highlighted that the gov-
ernorate has teams assigned 
to receive suggestions and 
comments from the residents 
through innovative and mod-

ern methods. 
The Southern Governor was 

speaking as he received dig-
nitaries, residents, and rep-
resentatives of civil societies 
in the Southern Governorate. 
Deputy Southern Governor 

Brigadier Hamad Al Khayat 
and officials attended. 

He welcomed the attendees, 
asserting the importance of 
interaction and social close-
ness, which are showcased at 
the governorate’s weekly Ma-

jlis, to achieve the directives 
of His Majesty King Hamad 
bin Isa Al Khalifa and His 
Royal Highness Prince Sal-
man bin Hamad Al Khalifa, 
the Crown Prince and Prime  
Minister.

HH Shaikh Khalifa bin Ali with dignitaries and residents

Bahraini experts to take part  
in Gulf Innovators Conference
TDT | Manama

Four distinguished ex-
perts and academics from 

the Kingdom of Bahrain are 
gearing up to take part in the 
prestigious Gulf Innovators 
Conference, scheduled to be 
held at Harvard University in 
the United States from May 
10 to 12.

His Excellency Shaikh Mo-
hammed bin Isa Al Khalifa, 
Advisor for Political and Eco-
nomic Affairs at the Crown 
Prince’s Court, Dr. Shaikha 
Rana bint Isa Al Khalifa, Di-
rector General of the Institute 
of Public Administration, and 
Dr. Shaikh Saqr bin Salman Al 
Khalifa, Advisor to the Minis-
ter of Education, will repre-
sent Bahrain in the conference 
discussions and activities.

They will be joined by Pro-
fessor at the American Univer-
sity and Chairman of the Board 
of Directors of the Federation 
of Schools and Universities, as 
well as Wafa Al-Obaidat, CEO 
of the PlayBook platform.

The Gulf Innovators Con-
ference stands as the largest 
gathering in the Gulf region, 
boasting participation from 

over 170 speakers across var-
ious domains including en-
trepreneurship, innovation, 
non-profit work, public poli-
cy, public health, sports, and 
culture.

Policymakers
Among the attendees will 

be the Secretary-General of 
the Gulf Cooperation Coun-
cil, ambassadors, ministers, 
leaders from Gulf countries, as 
well as a distinguished cohort 
of academics and policymak-
ers.

Together, they will engage 
in discussions covering a 
spectrum of topics ranging 
from economics, social affairs, 
politics, business, to women 
and youth empowerment, ed-
ucation, and other pertinent 
issues related to the Arabian 
Gulf.

The overarching goal of the 
conference is to foster positive 
change within the Arab world 
and beyond. Participants will 
share their experiences and 
expertise while collaborative-
ly developing solutions to ad-
dress pressing challenges and 
seize opportunities facing the 
region.

Bahrain Authority for Culture and Antiquities 
(BACA) President, His Excellency Shaikh Khalifa 
bin Ahmed bin Abdulla Al Khalifa, received at 
the Pearling Path Visitor and Experience Centre, 
members of the Bahraini delegation to the 
fourth Gulf Cinema Festival, held in Saudi Arabia 
last week. Directors who participated in the 
festival, Director Bassam Al Thawadi, member 
of the festival’s jury, and award-winning actress, 
Maryam Zeman, were present. Shaikh Khalifa bin 
Ahmed bin Abdulla expressed pleasure at the 
successes achieved by the delegation during the 
festival, praising the contributions of Bahraini 
artists, which reflected the advanced level reached 
by the cinematic movement in the Kingdom.

Festival successTraffic congestion
The Ministry of Interior, via its 
official channel on X, yesterday 
informed the public of a traffic 
congestion occurrence on Shaikh 
Hamad Bridge, in the direction 
of Muharraq, subsequent to a 
vehicular collision involving 
multiple vehicles. According 
to the Ministry’s statement, 
authorities are actively engaged 
in implementing necessary 
measures at the scene to 
alleviate the congestion and 
ensure the smooth flow of traffic.



Investing in well-being
MPs unanimously approve monthly allocation of BD20 for each child

TDT | Manama

The Council of Represent-
atives has unanimously 
approved a groundbreak-

ing proposal providing a month-
ly allocation of BD20 for each 
child, with a maximum cap of 
four children. 

Submitted by MPs Mohamed 
Al Ahmed, Mohamed Al Riffae, 
Ahmed Qarata, Mohamed Al Hu-
saini, and Muneer Seroor, the 
proposal marks an advancement 
in the Kingdom’s commitment 
to the welfare and growth of its 
citizens towards empowering 
families and investing in future 
generations.

The primary objective of this 
programme is to alleviate eco-
nomic burdens on families, en-
abling them to better address 
their children’s educational, 
healthcare, and overall well-be-
ing needs. 

Transparency and accounta-
bility were pledged by the MPs 
to govern the allocation process, 
ensuring a fair and equitable dis-
tribution of resources, with the 
ultimate objective of cultivating 
a resilient and thriving commu-
nity where every child has the 

opportunity to reach their full 
potential.

 This pioneering initiative 
draws inspiration from the 2022 
legislation passed by the German 
Bundestag, which introduced a 
monthly payment of 250 euros 
per child from the Familienkasse, 
with a limit of three children.

Positive impact
Following a similar approach, 

the UAE government enacted a 
comparable statute in July 2022, 
providing parental subsidies for 
up to three children. Encourag-
ingly, numerous countries have 
adopted similar legislations, rec-

ognising the positive impact of 
such measures.

 According to data released by 
the Information and eGovern-
ment Authority, the estimated 

annual cost of implementing 
this initiative is projected to be 
approximately BD62.89 million.

This investment reflects 
Bahrain’s commitment to the 

well-being of its citizens and 
underscores the government’s 
proactive approach to support-
ing families and securing a pros-
perous future for all.

 
Concerns

However, the Ministry of Fi-
nance and National Economy 
has voiced concerns regarding 
the proposed legislation.

Their statement points to po-
tential conflicts with the gov-
ernment’s goal of achieving 
economic balance within the 
current year, emphasising the 
need for judicious spending. 

The Ministry also highlights 
alternative government actions 
aimed at reducing poverty and 
supporting families, suggesting 
a need for a balanced approach 
to fiscal policy.
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The primary objective of the 
programme is to alleviate 
economic burdens on families, 
enabling them to better address 
their children’s educational, 
healthcare, and overall well-
being needs. 

KNOW

BETTER

MP Mohamed Al Ahmed MP Mohamed Al Riffae MP Ahmed Qarata MP Mohamed Al Husaini MP Muneer Seroor

BD62.89 mln
Estimated annual cost 
of implementing the 

initiative.

Schengen visa requirements remain ‘unchanged’
TDT | Manama

The Consular Section of the 
Embassy of the Federal Re-

public of Germany in the King-
dom of Bahrain has confirmed 
that the requirements for ob-
taining a Schengen visa remain 
unchanged, following the Euro-
pean Commission’s decision on 
Monday to unify visa systems 
for citizens of the Gulf Cooper-
ation Council (GCC) countries.

In an interview with our sis-
ter newspaper Al Ayam, the 
Head of the Visa Section at the 
German Embassy stated that the 
issuance of a five-year Schengen 
visa requires a passport valid for 
the same period. He emphasised 
that the visa allows the holder to 
stay for a maximum of 90 days 
out of 180 days.

The Head of the Visa Section 
further clarified that if the va-
lidity of the visa exceeds the 
validity of the passport, a mul-
tiple-entry visa will be issued 
with a validity period ending 
three months before the expiry 

of the applicant’s travel docu-
ment. This aligns with the visa 
code, the official stressed.

He urged those wishing to 
travel during the upcoming 
summer season to apply for a 
visa as soon as possible, as the 

visa system allows applications 
to be submitted six months be-
fore the travel date.

Image used for illustrative purposes only

The issuance of a five-
year Schengen visa 
requires a passport 
valid for the same 

period. It allows the 
holder to stay for a 

maximum of 90 days 
out of 180 days.

KNOW

BETTER

MP push for emergency 
centers across Kingdom

TDT | Manama

MP Jalila Al-Sayyid empha-
sised the critical need 

for establishing emergency 
centers in all governorates 
of the Kingdom, highlighting 
their pivotal role in delivering 
prompt treatment services to 
individuals injured in acci-
dents.

Citing instances where 
delays in reaching accident 
victims resulted in complica-
tions and fatalities, Al-Sayyid 
underscored the inadequacy 
of having just one ambulance, 
particularly in densely popu-
lated areas.

She referenced a tragic inci-
dent during a fire in the Sitra 
area, where a lack of timely 

medical assistance led to the 
deterioration of an injured in-
dividual’s condition, ultimate-
ly resulting in fatalities.

Al-Sayyid called for the es-
tablishment of comprehensive 
emergency centers equipped 
with multiple ambulances and 
firefighting resources.

Stressing the imperative 
of distributing these centers 
across various governorates, 
she emphasised the need to 
swiftly address life-threaten-
ing situations and minimise 
casualties.

The proposal put forth by 
the MP seeks to enhance emer-
gency response capabilities, 
ultimately aiming to preserve 
lives and improve overall safe-
ty across the Kingdom.

MP Al-Sayyid explains her proposal

Educator fined for insulting 
Education Ministry
TDT | Manama

The Lower Criminal Court 
has issued a fine of BD100 

to an educator who was charged 
with insulting a public institu-
tion, specifically the Ministry 
of Education.

The court’s decision came 
after the prosecutor presented 

evidence that the defend-
ant had posted a vid-

eo clip on her public 
Instagram account 
containing derog-
atory remarks and 

a direct attack 
on the Ministry.

During the pro-
ceedings, the prosecu-

tor emphasized that the charg-
es were pursued based on solid 

evidence, as the video clip con-
stituted a deliberate and clear 
attack on the reputation and 
responsibilities of the Ministry 
of Education.

The defendant’s description 
of the Ministry as a ‘gathering 
place for traitors’ was deemed 
unacceptable by the prosecutor, 
given the institution’s role in 
educating the younger gener-
ation.

Furthermore, the defendant’s 
claim that the Ministry had 
produced ‘deficient students’ 
over the past 20 years was high-
lighted as an additional insult 
to both the graduates and the 
Ministry itself.

The prosecutor argued that 
such language violated the 
dignity and respect owed to a 

public institution, necessitat-
ing legal action to establish the 
boundary between criminal 
acts and freedom of expression.

In response, the defendant 
denied all charges brought 
against her.

Compensation increased for 
traffic accident victim family
TDT | Manama

The Supreme Civil Court 
of Appeal has revised its 

decision, compelling an in-
surance company to provide 
a higher compensation of 
BD34,000 to a couple and their 
two sons.

This adjustment, as stated by 
lawyer Riyad Al-Sindi, comes 

in the aftermath of the death 
of their 17-year-old son in 
a traffic accident that oc-
curred in 2022.

Providing insights into 
the incident, Al-Sindi dis-
closed that the plaintiffs’ 
heir, aged 17 at the time, suc-
cumbed to injuries sustained 
in a traffic accident on Febru-
ary 14, 2022.

252 workers honoured
TDT | Manama

The Minister of Labour, 
His Excellency Jamil 

Humaidan, presided over 
a ceremony to honour 252 
workers as part of the King-
dom of Bahrain’s commem-
oration of International La-
bour Day. The event, held 
in the capital Manama and 
organized by the General 
Federation of Trade Unions, 
saw Humaidan extend grat-
itude on behalf of His Maj-
esty King Hamad bin Isa Al 
Khalifa, who serves as the 
patron of the ceremony and 
the foremost advocate for 
Bahrain’s labour force.

During the ceremony, the 
Minister conveyed HM the 
King’s sincere wishes and 
congratulations on the oc-
casion of May 1, recognised 
globally as “International 
Workers’ Day.”
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Sky-high achievement
Bahrain International Airport Passports Services ranked ‘third best’ globally

TDT | Manama

The Kingdom of Bahrain 
has achieved a new in-
ternational milestone, as 

the Passports Services at the 
Bahrain International Airport 
has been ranked third globally 
among the 2024 World Airline 
Awards (Skytrax).

It won in the “Best Airport 
Passport Services” category 
after applying strict standards 
that include the efficiency and 
speed of procedures, ease of 
movement, the efficiency of 
passport staff in terms of re-
ceiving visitors, and the extent 
of travellers’ satisfaction.

The winning is an interna-
tional testimony to the excel-
lence and leadership in the ser-
vices provided by the Nationali-
ty, Passports, and Residence Af-
fairs (NPRA) and its continuous 
keenness to enhance travellers’ 
experiences at Bahrain Interna-
tional Airport.

Bahrain ranked third after 
Singapore Changi Airport and 
Zurich International Airport in 

Switzerland.

Pride
The Interior Ministry Un-

dersecretary for NPRA, Shaikh 
Hisham bin Abdullah Al Khal-
ifa, expressed his pride in the 
achievement, asserting ded-
ication to providing the best 
services for travellers via the 
Bahrain International Airport 
to promote Bahrain’s status as 
a leading regional centre in air 
transport.

He noted that the Airport 
Passports Services plays a sig-
nificant role in facilitating trav-
ellers’ procedures and providing 
them with exciting travelling 
experiences. He hailed the 
fruitful cooperation between 
the NPRA and Bahrain Airport 
Services. 

Skytrax World Airlines is 
a London-based consultancy 
founded in 1989. It operates an 
airline and airport review web-
site and offers annual awards 

known as the Skytrax World 
Awards based on traveller re-
views.

The Airport 
Passports Services 
plays a significant 
role in facilitating 

travellers’ 
procedures and 

providing them with 
exciting travelling 

experiences
SHAIKH HISHAM BIN ABDULRAHMAN 
AL KHALIFA, INTERIOR MINISTRY UN-

DERSECRETARY FOR THE NATIONALITY, 
PASSPORTS, AND RESIDENCE AFFAIRS 

(NPRA)

Image used for illustrative purposes only

Hockey and football games begin

The Indian Club BMMI Alex Memorial Hockey & Football 5-A-Side Indian Expats (football) got underway last night at 
the Club premises. Seven teams are playing football in the round robin league where top four teams will qualify for 
the semis and finals, which will be played on Saturday 4th May 2024. Six teams have registered for Hockey. Games are 
played daily from 8pm onwards except for Thursdays & Fridays. Entrance is open to all. Above, the Hungry Hamours 
Hockey Club team.

Filipino community leaders hold meeting

TDT | Manama

The Philippine Embassy un-
der the leadership of Her 

Excellency Ambassador Anne 
Jalando-on Louis successfully 
held a general meeting with the 

leaders of the Filipino commu-
nity at the Sentro Rizal, Philip-
pine Embassy.

More than 50 leaders attend-
ed the assembly, the first Filipi-
no community meeting for this 
year undertaken various issues 

and programs concerning Over-
seas Filipino Workers (OFWs) in 
the kingdom.

One of the highlights of the 
event was the discussion of 
the Bagong Pilipinas programs 
were discussed.

H.E. Ambassador Anne Jalando-on Louis with the Filipino community leaders

Bahrain to organise Gulf 
management forum on AI
TDT | Manama

Bahrain will play host to 
the sixteenth Gulf Office 

Management Forum from May 
15 to 16.

Themed “The Future of 
Office Management by Har-
nessing Artificial Intelligence,” 
the forum marks a significant 
milestone in the evolution of 
regional conferences.

It will be organised by the 
Bahraini Secretarial Society 
and ACT Smart, with support 
from the Global Artificial In-
telligence Group.

Mrs. Shahla Asbai, Presi-
dent of the Bahrain Secretarial 
Association, highlighted the 
innovative approach of this 
year’s forum, emphasising the 
integration of artificial intelli-
gence technology in designing 
the main theme, sub-sessions, 
and workshop topics.

The event will feature three 
sessions covering various 
aspects of AI-driven office 
operations, reflecting a for-
ward-thinking approach to 
workforce enhancement and 
operational efficiency.

Dr. Jassim Haji, Chairman 
of the Global Artificial Intelli-
gence Group, praised Bahrain’s 

pioneering initiative to lever-

age AI technology in confer-
ence design, foreseeing new 
opportunities for technologi-
cal applications.

The Kingdom’s rich experi-
ence in AI applications will be 
showcased through collabora-
tion with leading authorities 
in the field, both domestically 
and internationally.

Dr. Fahd Ibrahim Al-She-
habi, Secretary-General of the 
Forum, announced that the 
opening ceremony will include 
the presentation of the Gulf 
Excellence Award in Office 
Management for 2024.

The forum’s second day 
will feature practical training 
workshops on AI utilization in 
daily office tasks. Interested 
participants are encouraged 
to visit the forum’s website or 
follow updates via the hashtag 
#GFOM16.

Grand Intellectual Showdown
Amazing Bahrain to host inter school quiz competition

TDT| Manama

In a bid to foster intellectual 
engagement and academic 

enthusiasm among Bahrain’s 
youth, Amazing Events, a sub-
sidiary of tourism destination 
management company Amaz-
ing Bahrain, is set to host an 
exhilarating Inter School Quiz 

Competition.
Recognized and approved by 

the Bahrain Tourism and Ex-
hibitions Authority (BTEA) and 
the Ministry of Tourism, this 
event promises to be a specta-
cle of knowledge and wit.

Scheduled for Friday, April 
26th, at 5.30 pm, the battle-
ground for this cerebral show-
down will be the Golden Ea-

gle Health Club, nestled in 
Salmabad. With the necessary 
approvals secured from BTEA, 
anticipation is rife for a riveting 
competition.

Guiding the proceedings 
will be none other than Grand 
Master GS Pradeep, an icon-
ic figure in the realm of quiz-
zing. With a towering reputa-
tion amassed over three dec-

ades as an Indian television 
personality, public intellec-
tual, and renowned quizzer, 
Pradeep brings a wealth of ex-
perience and expertise to the  
event.

For those seeking more 
information or eager to par-
ticipate, contact Basheer at 
3966 2495 or Rajiv Varma at 
39406785/33533131.

GS Pradeep, third from left, at the press conference

Bapco safely resolves 
oil tank leak problem
TDT | Manama

Bapco has successfully com-
pleted the safe and gradual 

transfer of contents to anoth-
er tank in response to recent 
technical issues arising from 
adverse weather conditions.

The company declared an 
end to the state of emergency 
within its premises, signaling a 
return to normal operations as 
of yesterday.

The management of Bapco 
has initiated a comprehensive 
assessment of the affected 
tank, accompanied by exten-
sive maintenance procedures 
adhering to emergency proto-
cols, all conducted in accord-
ance with the highest interna-
tional standards.

In collaboration with the 
General Directorate of Traffic, 
Civil Defense, and other rele-
vant agencies under the Min-
istry of Interior, Bapco Refin-
ing Company has reopened all 
access roads, including those 
leading to the incident site on 
Umm Al Saad Street

These routes had been tem-
porarily closed immediately 
following the incident.

Expressing gratitude, the 

company extends sincere ap-
preciation to all government 
entities and stakeholders 
for their unwavering sup-
port during this challenging  
period.

Bapco acknowledges the 
cooperation of citizens and 
residents in adhering to safety 
protocols throughout the inci-
dent’s resolution.

The leak was 
caused by a limit-
ed technical issue 
resulting from the 

unprecedented 
weather condi-

tions and rainfall 
levels experi-

enced by Bahrain 
last week.

KNOW WHAT
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Hilton Bahrain joins forces with Canadian 
School of Bahrain to celebrate Earth Week

TDT | Manama

Hilton Bahrain has celebrat-
ed Earth Week in collab-

oration with the Grade 2 and 
3 students of Canadian School 
of Bahrain to raise awareness 
about sustainability and edu-
cate them about the impact of 
climate change on our envi-
ronment.  The Hilton Bahrain 
team engaged the students in a 
thought-provoking discussion, 

highlighting the importance of 
sustainable practices and the 
role each individual can play 
in making a positive difference.

The highlight of the celebra-
tion was a tree-planting activity, 
symbolizing the commitment to 
nurturing and protecting our 
planet. 

Ryan Dayaday, Director of HR 
at Hilton Bahrain, expressed his 
appreciation for the Canadian 
School of Bahrain’s invitation, 

stating,  “These children are the 
future stewards of our planet, 
and it is inspiring to witness 
their enthusiasm and commit-
ment to creating a greener and 
more sustainable world.”He 
highlighted Hilton’s adoption 
of the impactful initiative, 
“Travel With Purpose,” which 
underscores their dedication 
to protecting the planet and en-
suring its well-being for future 
generations.

Bhavans-Bahrain Indian School 
holds investiture ceremony

TDT | Manama

Bhavans-Bahrain Indian 
School (BIS) held its inves-

titure ceremony on 24th April 
2024 to formally invest the 
newly elected student council 
members with their responsi-
bilities and roles in the school. 

The ceremony, presided over 
by Directors Himanshu Verma  

and Ritu Verma witnessed stu-
dent leaders taking the oath 
of office amidst guests, faculty 
members, and fellow students.

The newly appointed student 
council members, including the 
Head Boy, Head Girl, Vice Head 
Boy, Vice Head Girl, Captains & 
Vice Captains of the four hous-
es, Organising Committee and 
organising committee along 
with the members and the team 

of Prefects, were adorned with 
their official badges and sashes. 

The elected members of the 
student council, having been 
bestowed with the prestigious 
badges, solemnly took an oath 
administered by Principal Saji 
Jacob. Head Boy Adesh Deepthi 
Shaiju delivered the acceptance 
speech. The event culminated 
with a vote of thanks by the 
Head Girl Nivediya Babu.

Bahrain Chamber hosts 
HSBC’s Chief Economist, 
discusses economic trends

TDT | Manama  

Khalid Najibi, the first 
vice-chairman of the 
Bahrain Chamber, wel-

comed HSBC’s Chief Econo-
mist for the Middle East, Tur-
key, Africa, Central, and East-
ern Europe, Simon Williams, 
at the Chamber’s headquarters 
yesterday.

Williams was accompanied 
by CEO Joseph Ghorayeb and 
Head of Markets and Secu-
rities Services Batool Al  
Rahma, 

Najibi emphasised Bahrain’s 
pivotal role as a gateway to the 
Gulf region during the meet-
ing, highlighting its extensive 
network of Free Trade Agree-
ments, modern infrastructure, 
and highly skilled workforce, 

all of which contribute to its 
strong position.

In turn, Williams praised 
Bahrain’s rapid economic pro-
gress and ongoing reforms. He 
also discussed the collective 
strength of the Gulf Cooper-
ation Council (GCC) member 
states, noting their resilient 
growth rates ranging between 
2 and 4%, despite facing eco-
nomic and geopolitical chal-
lenges. Williams stressed the 
GCC’s substantial $2 trillion 
market as an appealing and 
promising investment desti-
nation.

Joining the discussion were 
Nader Rahimi, head of the 
Bahrain Chamber’s finance, 
insurance, and tax committee, 
and committee member Mo-
hammed Al Aali.

The talks held yesterday at Bahrain Chamber

AMH opens new Pathology and Laboratory 
Department on World Laboratory Day
TDT | Manama

The American Mission Hos-
pital marked World Labora-

tory Day by officially unveiling 
its Department of Pathology 
and Laboratory Medicine at the 
King Hamad American Mission 
Hospital. 

Established as a separate de-
partment in 1984, AMH initially 
offered basic lab tests and has 
since grown to encompass five 
sites, providing a comprehen-
sive range of laboratory services 
that support clinicians in di-
agnosis and enhance patient 
outcomes.

World Laboratory Day, ob-
served annually on April 23rd, 
acknowledges the vital role of 
laboratories in healthcare, sci-
entific research, and develop-
ment. 

The inauguration ceremony, 
attended by Lieutenant Gener-
al Dr. Shaikh Mohammed bin 
Abdulla Al Khalifa, Chairman 
of the Health Supreme Council, 
Dr. George Cheriyan, Ameri-
can Mission Hospital Corporate 
CEO, and Julia Tovey, Amer-

ican Mission Hospital Group 
CEO, highlighted the theme 
for 2024: “THE FUTURE IS  
LAB.” This theme recognises 
and honours laboratory pro-
fessionals for their adeptness 
in addressing today’s evolv-
ing patient care and pub-
lic health challenges with 
resilience, innovation, and  
expertise.

In pictures, the inauguration ceremony

BBK unveils second edition of ‘Grow’
• Welcomes 
applications from 
20 graduates

TDT | Manama 

Bank of Bahrain and Kuwait 
(BBK) has announced the 
launch of the second edi-

tion of the “Grow” programme, 
designed to nurture the skills 
and capabilities of Bahraini uni-
versity graduates. 

BBK will offer the oppor-
tunity for Bahraini graduates 
to join a specialized training 
programme that spans over six 
months, where 20 applicants 

will be selected to participate 
in a two-week training course at 

the Bahrain Institute of Banking 
and Finance (BIBF). This com-
prehensive programme aims 
to equip participants with the 
knowledge and skills necessary 
to excel in the banking industry., 
covering a wide range of im-
portant topics including finan-
cial analysis, risk management, 
banking information technolo-
gy, banking marketing, banking 
operations, information securi-
ty, anti-money laundering, and 
more. 

The programme offers train-
ees a chance to fully engage in a 
dynamic banking environment, 
gaining valuable profession-
al experience and benefiting 
from the expertise of employees 
across diverse fields and de-

partments. Through specialized 
workshops led by a skilled team 
of trainers, participants will en-
hance their practical skills and 
capabilities, equipping them for 
a successful entry into the bank-
ing sector.

Hassaan Burshaid, Group 
Chief Human Resources & Ad-
ministration Officer of BBK, stat-
ed: “The remarkable achieve-
ments and experience gained by 
participants in the first edition 
have inspired us to continue 
our commitment to investing 
in the growth of young bank-
ers. Through this program, we 
aim to empower them with en-
hanced skills, paving the way for 
a bright and prosperous profes-
sional future.”

Hassaan Burshaid, Group Chief Human 
Resources & Administration Officer 
of BBK

Long-lost Klimt portrait auctioned off for 30 m euros
Vienna, Austria

A painting by 
artist Gus-

tav Klimt that 
reappeared af-
ter nearly a cen-
tury sold for 30 
million euros 
($32 million) on 
Wednesday, set-
ting a record price for an Aus-
trian auction despite questions 
surrounding its provenance.

Vienna auction 
house im Kinsky 
had estimated the 
value at 30-50 mil-
lion euros for the 
“Bildnis Fraeulein 
Lieser” (Portrait 
of Miss Lieser), 
which was com-
missioned by a 
w e a l t h y  Je w -

ish industrialist’s family and 
painted by Klimt in 1917 short-
ly before he died.



US secretly sent 
long-range ATACMS 
missiles to Ukraine 

Washington, United States 

The United States sent 
long-range ATACMS 

missiles to Ukraine for use 
inside its territory, and the 
weapons arrived in the 
country this month, the 
State Department said yes-
terday. 

“I can confirm that the 
United States provided 
Ukraine with long-range 
ATACMS at the president’s 
direct direction,” State De-
partment spokesman Ved-
ant Patel told reporters.

The Army Tactical Mis-
sile Systems (ATACMS) were 
part of a March aid package 
for Ukraine, not the one just 
approved by Congress and 
signed by President Joe 
Biden.

But “we did not announce 
this at the onset in order 
to maintain operational se-
curity for Ukraine at their 
request,” Patel said, adding 
that the “missiles arrived in 
Ukraine this month.”

Some ATACMS missiles 
can hit targets up to 300 
kilometers (190 miles) away, 
and a Defense Department 
spokesperson confirmed 
that was the long-range 
variant supplied to Ukraine.

TOO MANY OF US ARE NOT LIVING 
OUR DREAMS BECAUSE WE ARE 
LIVING OUR FEARS
LES BROWN
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English Convention Parliament 
meets and votes to restore Charles 
II

Guillotine first used in France, exe-
cutes highwayman Nicolas Pelletie

Thornton Affair: Open conflict begins 
over the disputed border of Texas, trig-
gering the Mexican–American War

 Francis Crick and James 
Watson’s discovery of the 

double helix structure of DNA is 
published in “Nature” magazine
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Thanks to immuni-
zation, a child born 

today is 40% more likely 
to see their fifth birth-
day than a child born 50 
years ago. #Humanly-
Possible

@DrTedros

Today, I addressed 
representatives of 

partner countries and 
international organiza-
tions in Ukraine, as well 
as our diplomats. We have 
specific intelligence data 
indicating that Russia 
not only wants to disrupt 
the Peace Summit, but 
also has a specific plan 
for how to do so, includ-
ing how to reduce the 
number of participating 
countries and how to act 
in order to thwart peace 
efforts for even longer. 

@ZelenskyyUa

This March was the 
hottest on record – 

the tenth month of record 
heat in a row. The 1.5-de-
gree limit is still possible, 
but not for long. Ambi-
tious new national cli-
mate plans are essential to 
get countries on that path 
- with no loopholes, opt-
outs or half-measures.

@antonioguterres

On Panchayati Raj 
Day, greetings to all 

those working at grass-
roots to transform rural 
India and ensure a bet-
ter quality of life for the 
people. Our Government 
will continue to work to 
strengthen Panchaya-
ti Raj institutions and 
give wings to people’s 
dreams.

@narendramodi

 Disclaimer: (Views expressed 
by columnists are personal and 
need not necessarily reflect our 

editorial stance)
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News in brief 
 u Russia and Ukraine have 
agreed in a Qatari-brokered deal to 
exchange almost 50 children displaced 
by Moscow’s invasion, the Kremlin’s 
children’s rights commissioner Maria 
Lvova-Belova announced in Doha 
yesterday. Moscow has been accused 
of forcibly taking Ukrainian children 
into Russian territory during its full-
scale offensive, with Lvova-Belova wanted 
by the International Criminal Court (ICC) on 
charges related to those allegations. “For the 
first time in a face-to-face format, we held 
talks with the Ukrainian side. Twenty-nine 
children are due to go to Ukraine and 19 
to Russia,” Lvova-Belova announced. She gave no details on why the children 
were in Russian hands or where they had come from. Ukraine believes Russia 
has illegally taken more than 19,000 of its children since the start of the 2022 
invasion, of which fewer than 400 have been returned.

u China will send a fresh crew to its Tiangong space station today, 
Beijing’s Manned Space Agency announced, the latest mission in a programme 

that aims to send astronauts to the Moon by 2030. The 
Shenzhou-18 mission -- crewed by three astronauts -- is 
scheduled to take off at 8:59 pm (1259 GMT) Thursday 
from the Jiuquan Satellite Launch Center in northwest 
China, Beijing announced Wednesday. It will be led 
by Ye Guangfu, a fighter pilot and astronaut who was 
previously part of the Shenzhou-13 crew in 2021. He will 

be joined by astronauts Li Cong and Li Guangsu, who 
are heading into space for the first time. Commander Ye 
described the launch as a “new beginning”.

u The United Nations said yesterday it was 
launching a new Climate 
Resilience Fund aimed at 

boosting protections for “refugees and displaced 
communities” threatened by climate change. The UN 
refugee agency said it aimed to raise $100 million 
for the new fund by the end of next year to support 
refugees, their host communities and countries 
of origin hardest hit by climate emergencies. The 
agency highlighted in a statement that climate risks 
were “strongly correlated with conflict and poverty”, 
experienced by many refugees. In 2022, more than 
70 percent of refugees and asylum seekers fled from 
highly climate-vulnerable countries, it pointed out. 
“The impacts of climate change are only becoming 
more devastating, increasingly exacerbating conflict, destroying livelihoods and, 
ultimately, triggering displacement,” UN refugee chief Filippo Grandi said in the 
statement.

China to send 
fresh crew to 
Tiangong space 
station

UN launches 
fund to shield 
displaced people 
from climate 

shocks

Russia, Ukraine 
to exchange 
displaced children 

after rare talks

The rainfall, the UAE’s heav-
iest since records began 75 

years ago, killed at least 
four people, including three 

Filipino workers and one 
Emirati.

KNOW

BETTER

The oldest person in the 
world is Maria Branyas 

Morera, 117, who lives in 
Spain, according to the 

US Gerontology Research 
Group.

KNOW WHAT

Iran president visits Sri Lanka 
without wanted minister

AFP | Colombo, Sri Lanka

Iranian President Ebrahim 
Raisi inaugurated a pow-

er and irrigation project in 
Sri Lanka yesterday, but ar-
rived in the country without 
his interior minister, who is 
wanted over a deadly 1994 
bombing.

Raisi flew in after a state 
visit to Pakistan he made 
alongside Ahmad Vahidi, ac-
cused by Argentina of orches-
trating the 1994 attack on a 
Jewish community centre in 
Buenos Aires that killed 85  
people.

Interpol issued a red notice 
requesting police agencies 
worldwide to take Vahidi into 
custody, and Argentina had 
asked both Pakistan and Sri 
Lanka to arrest him.

But the minister was not 
seen accompanying Raisi, 
who had arrived in Sri Lanka 

to inaugurate an Iran-backed 
power and irrigation project.

Iran’s official news agen-
cy IRNA reported that Vahidi 
was back in Iran on Tuesday, 
where he attended a ceremo-
ny to induct a new provincial 
governor.

An official from Sri Lanka’s 
foreign ministry told AFP that 
the interior minister was not 
listed as part of the Iranian 
delegation.

The 1994 assault has never 
been claimed or solved, but 
Argentina and Israel have long 
suspected the Iran-backed 
group Hezbollah carried it out 
at Iran’s request.

Prosecutors have charged 
top Iranian officials with or-
dering the attack, though Teh-
ran has denied any involve-
ment.

The court also implicated 
Hezbollah and called the at-
tack against th

Iran’s President Ebrahim Raisi (R) and Sri Lankan President Ranil 
Wickremesinghe (L) inaugurating the Uma Oya irrigation and hydro-
electricity project in Badulla district of Sri Lanka.

UAE announces $544 million 
for repairs after record rains
AFP | Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Thea United Arab Emirates 
announced $544 million to 
repair the homes of Emi-

rati families yesterday after last 
week’s record rains caused wide-
spread flooding and brought the 
oil-rich Gulf state to a standstill.

“We learned great lessons in 
dealing with severe rains,” said 
Prime Minister Sheikh Moham-
med bin Rashid al-Maktoum after 
a cabinet meeting, adding that 
ministers approved “two billion 
dirhams to deal with damage to 
the homes of citizens”.

Wednesday’s announcement 
comes more than a week after the 
unprecedented deluge lashed the 
desert country, where it turned 
streets into rivers and hobbled 
Dubai airport, the world’s busiest 
for international passengers.

“A ministerial committee was 
assigned to follow up on this file... 
and disburse compensation in 
cooperation with the rest of the 
federal and local authorities,” said 

Sheikh Mohammed, who is also 
the ruler of Dubai, which was one 
of the worst hit of the UAE’s seven 
sheikhdoms.

The rainfall, the UAE’s heavi-
est since records began 75 years 

ago, killed at least four people, 
including three Filipino workers 
and one Emirati. UAE authorities 
have not released an official toll.

Cabinet ministers also formed 
a second committee to log infra-

structure damage and propose 
solutions, Sheikh Mohammed 
said in a post on X, formerly 
Twitter.

“The situation was unprece-
dented in its severity but we are 
a country that learns from every 
experience,” he said.

The storm -- which dumped up 
to two years’ worth of rain on the 
UAE, a federal monarchy with a 90 
percent expatriate population -- 
had subsided by last Wednesday.

But the glam-hub of Dubai, 
touted as a picture-perfect city, 
faced severe disruption for days 
later, with water-clogged roads 
and flooded homes.

Dubai airport cancelled 2,155 
flights, diverted 115 and did not 
return to full capacity until Tues-
day.

“We must acknowledge... that 
there has been an unreasonable 
and unacceptable deficiency and 
collapse in services and crisis 
management,” prominent Emirati 
analyst Abdulkhaleq Abdulla said 

Wednesday on X.
“We hope that this will not be 

repeated in the future,” he added, 
in a rare public rebuke.

Climatologist Friederike Otto, 
a specialist in assessing the role 
of global warming on extreme 
weather events, told AFP it was 
“high likely” that the rainfall “was 
made heavier by human-caused 
climate change”.

Cars are stranded on a flooded al-Khalil road in the al-Barsha area in Dubai 
following heavy rains on April 18, 2024

France records growing number of 
supercentenarians
AFP | Paris, France

The number of people in 
France living beyond 110 

years is growing fast, the na-
tional demographic studies in-
stitute said Wednesday, with 
women dominating the super-
centenarian contest.

The phenomenon was un-
heard of in France of until 
the late 1980s, but in 2022 the 
authorities recorded 39 cases 
of people dying aged 110 or 
older, the INED institute said 
in a report.

Centenarians, meanwhile, 
have seen a "spectacular" rise 
in numbers, INED said, grow-
ing from around 1,000 in 1970 
to 8,000 in 2000 and 31,000 at 
the start of this year.

On current trends, 200,000 
people in France will be 100 or 
older by 2070, it said.

France's overall population 
is around 68 million, with over 
20 percent aged 65 or over.

The statistics are consistent 
with an earlier finding show-
ing that the probability of 
reaching 100 or more is high-
er in France than in 15 other 
European countries.

French women have the 
highest life expectancy in the 
European Union at 85.2 years 
in 2022. France also count-
ed the EU's highest number 
of centenarians last year, ac-
cording the national statistics 
institute Insee.

Two of the four individuals 
worldwide recognized as hav-

ing lived more than 118 years 
are French women: Jeanne 
Calment, the oldest recorded 
person who died at 122 years 
and 5 months, and Lucile Ran-
don, who died just before her 
119th birthday.

Around 2,000 people in 
France were 105 years old or 
older in 2023.Of the 39 peo-
ple who died at 110 or older in 
2022, 38 were women.

They were typically involved 
in manual occupations such 
as farming, and their diet was 
healthy, said Laurent Tous-
saint, an expert on supercen-
tenarians.

Marie-Rose Tessier, be-
lieved to be the oldest person 
in France, is 113 years and 11 
months old.

Japan Moon probe survives third lunar night
AFP | Tokyo, Japan

Japan’s Moon lander woke 
up for a third time after its 

main functions survived anoth-
er frigid two-week lunar night, 
the country’s space agency said 
yesterday. 

The Smart Lander for Inves-
tigating Moon (SLIM), dubbed 
the “Moon Sniper” for its land-
ing precision, touched down in 
January -- making Japan only 
the fifth nation to achieve a soft 
lunar landing.

But the unmanned light-
weight spacecraft, carrying a 
mini-rover that moves like a 
turtle, landed at a wonky angle 
that left its solar panels facing 
the wrong way.

Defying pessimistic predic-
tions, the probe was revived 
in late February once the lu-
nar night, which lasts about 14 
Earth days, came to an end.

Despite facing temperatures 
as low as -130 degrees Celsius 
(-200 degrees Fahrenheit), it re-
peated the feat late last month 
and transmitted new images 
back to Earth.

On Wednesday, the Japan 
Aerospace Exploration Agency 
(JAXA) said it had succeeded 
again in communicating with 

the probe after it woke up for 
the third time.

On X, formerly Twitter, 
it posted a new image of the 
Moon’s surface that it had re-
ceived from the lander.

“SLIM has kept its main 
functions after surviving three 
nights,” said JAXA, which pre-
viously said the spacecraft was 
not designed for the harsh lunar 
nights.

“We will continue checking 

the status of SLIM carefully, 
and make clear which parts 
are prone to deterioration and 
which parts are less prone to 
deterioration, depending on the 
Moon’s environment in the day-
time and at night,” JAXA said.

The probe’s mission aims to 
examine a part of  the Moon’s 
mantle -- the usually deep inner 
layer beneath its crust -- be-
lieved to be accessible at the 
crater where it landed.

The unmanned lightweight spacecraft, carrying a mini-rover that moves like a 
turtle, landed at a wonky angle that left its solar panels facing the wrong way.

Iran sentences 
rapper to death for 
backing protests

Tehran, Iran

An Iranian court has 
sentenced to death a 

popular rapper jailed for 
more than a year and a half 
for supporting nationwide 
protests sparked by Mahsa 
Amini’s death, local media 
reported yesterday. 

Toomaj Salehi, 33, was 
arrested in October 2022 
after publicly backing the 
wave of demonstrations 
which erupted a month ear-
lier, triggered by the death 
in custody of 22-year-old 
Amini.

The Iranian Kurdish 
woman had been detained 
by the morality police in 
Tehran over an alleged 
breach of the Islamic re-
public’s strict dress rules 
for women.

“Branch 1 of Isfahan 
Revolutionary Court... sen-
tenced Salehi to death on 
the charge of corruption on 
Earth,” the singer’s lawyer 
Amir Raisian said, quoted 
by the reformist Shargh 
newspaper.

Europe ill-prepared to counter 
China espionage push: analysts

AFP | Paris, France

China is rapidly emerging as 
a major spying superpow-

er and its agents are becoming 
increasingly bold, in a shift 
that Europe has so far been 
slow to counter, analysts say.

This week’s cases of alleged 
Chinese espionage in Germany 
and Britain are the latest re-
minder of Beijing’s immense 
intelligence network and its 
ability to penetrate into the 
heart of European capitals.

In the run-up to European 
elections, Germany and the 
United Kingdom announced 
Monday that five people had 
been arrested or charged on 
suspicion of spying for China.

And on Tuesday German 
prosecutors announced that 
an aide to a far-right member 
of the European Parliament 
had been arrested on suspicion 
of spying for China.

There is no immediate ev-

idence to link those cases, or 
to explain the timing of the 
announcements.

But the accusations have 
come on the heels of multiple 
Western warnings of Chinese 
intelligence services seeking 
to spy on European economies 
and companies, penetrate ed-
ucational establishments, and 
shape public opinion.

China has strongly denied 
the claims of wrong-doing.

“There is a long tradition of 
Chinese intelligence geared 
towards capturing information 
assets, patents and strategic 
intellectual resources,” Alex-
andre Papaemmanuel, a Par-
is-based intelligence expert, 
told AFP.

For a long time, Europe has 
turned a blind eye.

“Awareness was late in 
coming, partly due to naivety 
and excessive confidence in 
a somewhat utopian form of 
globalisation,” he said.

TikTok to fight US 
ban law in courts
AFP | San Francisco, United 
States

TikTok’s CEO said a US 
law signed yesterday by 

US President Joe Biden was 
an effective ban of the social 
media company and would 
be fought in court.

“Make no mistake, this 
is a ban. A ban on TikTok 
and a ban on you and your 
voice,” Shou Zi Chew said 
in a video message posted 
on TikTok.

Biden says Israel 
must allow aid 
to Palestinians 
'without delay'
AFP | Washington, United 
States

President Joe Biden yes-
terday demanded that 

new humanitarian aid be al-
lowed to immediately reach 
Palestinians in the Gaza 
Strip as key US ally Israel 
fights Hamas there.

"We're going to imme-
diately secure that aid and 
surge it...   including food, 
medical supplies, clean wa-
ter," Biden said after sign-
ing a massive military aid 
bill for Israel and Ukraine, 
which also included $1 bil-
lion in humanitarian aid for 
Gaza.

"Israel must make sure 
all this aid reaches the Pal-
estinians in Gaza without 
delay," he said.

Malala Yousafzai slated for Clinton musical co-credit
AFP | Lahore, Pakistan

No b e l  l a u r e a t e  M a l a l a 
Yousafzai faced a backlash 

in her native Pakistan on Wednes-
day, after the premier of a Broad-
way musical she co-produced 
with former US Secretary of State 
Hillary Clinton.

The musical, titled "Suffs" and 
playing in New York since last 
week, depicts the American wom-
en's suffrage campaign for the 
right to vote in the 20th century.

However Yousafzai, who was 
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize 
in 2014, has been condemned by 
some for partnering with Clinton, 
an outspoken supporter of Israel's 
war against Hamas.

Pakistan has seen many fiercely 
emotional pro-Palestinian pro-
tests since the war in Gaza began 
last October.

"Her theatre collaboration with 
Hillary Clinton -- who stands for 
America's unequivocal support 
for genocide of Palestinians -- is 

a huge blow to her credibility as 
a human rights activist," popular 
Pakistani columnist Mehr Tarar 
wrote on social media platform X.

"I consider it utterly tragic."
Whilst Clinton has backed a 

military campaign to remove Ha-
mas and rejected demands for a 
ceasefire, she has also explicitly 
called for protections for Pales-
tinian civilians.

Yousafzai has publically con-
demned the civilian casualties 
and called for a ceasefire in Gaza.Malala Yousafzai

Hamas releases video of Israeli-
American hostage held in Gaza
AFP | Palestinian Territories

Hamas released yesterday a 
video of an Israeli-American 

man held hostage in Gaza and 
seen alive in the footage.

Israeli media identified him as 
Hersh Goldberg-Polin, who was 
abducted from the Nova music 
festival in southern Israel during 
the Hamas attack on October 7.

“I went to hang out with my 
friends, and instead, I found my-
self fighting for my life with se-
vere injuries all over my body,” he 
says in the video, the authenticity 
and timing of which AFP has not 
been able to independently verify.

The video was posted on Ha-
mas’s official Telegram account.

Israel estimates 129 of the 
roughly 250 people abducted dur-
ing the Hamas attack on October 7 
remain in Gaza, including 34 who 
the military says are dead.

Taliban join climate change talks for first time
AFP | Kabul, Afghanistan

The Taliban government has 
entered its first talks with 

the United Nations, donors and 
non-governmental organisations 
over the impact of climate change 
in Afghanistan, organisers said 
yesterday. 

After four decades of war, Af-
ghanistan ranks as one of the 
countries least prepared to face 
the effects of climate change, 
which is spurring extreme weath-
er and warping natural environ-
ments. Foreign aid to Afghanistan 
has dwindled since the Taliban 
takeover in 2021.

Three injured in apparent stabbing at Welsh school
AFP | London, United Kingdom

Three people were injured 
in an apparent stabbing at 

a secondary school in Wales 
yesterday, police said.

The attack occurred at the 
Amman Valley School about 
60 miles (100 miles) northwest 
of Cardiff. Two air ambulances 
were seen at school along with 
a number of police vehicles.

“Three people have been in-
jured and are receiving treat-
ment,” a police spokeswoman 

said, adding that one person 
has been arrested and police 
were not looking for anyone 
else.

Police said they are aware 
of footage of the incident cir-
culating on social media. One 
video purports to show the 
aftermath of a stabbing.

Karen Davies, a governor 
at the school, told Wales On-
line that she believed the in-
cident was a stabbing and that 
two members of staff were  
injured.

Sunak, Scholz vow 
support for Ukraine 
for 'as long as it takes'
AFP | Berlin, Germany

The leaders of Britain 
and Germany pledged 

yesterday to back Ukraine 
in its war with Russia for 
"as long as it takes", but the 
German chancellor dou-
bled down on his refusal to 
deliver long-range Taurus 
missiles to Kyiv.

UK Premier Rishi Sunak 
was on his first trip to the 
German capital since be-
coming prime minister 18 
months ago, after visiting 
Poland on Tuesday where 
he pledged additional mon-
ey for Kyiv and announced 
plans to boost UK defence 
spending.

"We're united on wanting 
to support Ukraine for as 
long as it takes," Sunak told 
reporters. 
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Woman Allegedly Brings Dead 
Man to Bank to Take Out a Loan

A 42-year-old Brazilian woman was re-
cently arrested for allegedly bringing a dead 
man to a bank and trying to obtain a bank 
loan in his name.

On April 16, Erika de Souza Vieira Nunes 
arrived at an Itau Unibanco branch in Ban-
gu, Rio de Janeiro to assist 68-year-old Pau-
lo Roberto Braga in obtaining a bank loan of 
R$17,000 ($3,200). The elderly man was in a 
wheelchair and she claimed to be his niece 
and primary caretaker. Bank employees 
soon noticed that there was something seri-
ously wrong with Braga, as his alleged niece 
had to support his head with her hand. He 
literally showed no signs of life, but Vieira 
Nunes allegedly kept telling the staff that 
he was just quiet by nature. She even tried 
speaking to him although it was obvious he 
wasn’t capable of answering.

“Uncle, are you listening? You need to 
sign. If you don’t sign it, there’s no way,” wit-
nesses heard Erika de Souza Vieira Nunes 
telling the wheelchair-bound man. “I can’t 

‘Night Stalker’ in  
Um Al Hassam

In the late hours of Wednesday, April 3rd, during the 
holy month of Ramadan, I had just finished praying 
Taraweeh at a nearby mosque in Umm Al Hassam. As 
I made my way back to my apartment, which stood 

opposite the mosque, an unsettling feeling crept over me as 
if someone was following me. In a moment of fear, my mind, 
influenced by ountless horror movies, conjured thoughts of 
ghosts, and I sprinted towards the safety of my building.

As I reached my second-floor flat, I fumbled for my house 
key, desperately trying to unlock the door. Suddenly, I heard 
footsteps approaching. I turned 
around, and to my shock, a 
young Indian man in his late 
twenties stood before me. He 
asked for my help, claiming that 
he needed water. It was already 
2 a.m., and I hesitated, unsure 
of what to do. But before I could 
respond, he stopped me and 
said something that sent shiv-
ers down my spine.

“Hey, I know you. I’ve seen 
you around,” he said, his voice 
filled with a strange familiari-
ty. Confusion washed over me. 
How could he know me when I 
didn’t know him? Then, he pulled out his phone and showed 
me a series of videos.

Videos of me entering my building, videos of me driving, 
and even videos of me meeting my fiancé in his car. I couldn’t 
believe my eyes. My heart raced as I asked him why he was 
taking these videos. “I like you,” he said with a disturbing 
smile. “I’ve been stalking you for over a week now.”

I quickly opened my door and rushed inside, but he grabbed 
my hand, trying to force his way into my sanctuary. With all 
the strength I could muster, I pushed him away and slammed 
the door shut. My heart pounded in my chest as he began 
relentlessly knocking on my door, his persistence unnerving.

 I called my fiancé, desperately explaining the situation. 
He arrived swiftly, scaring off the intruder. But the threat 
remained. I immediately dialed 999, seeking help from the 
authorities. However, due to language barriers, explaining the 
situation to the officer proved challenging.

Determined not to let this ordeal go unnoticed, I decided 
to take matters into my own hands. I had managed to snap a 
photo of the man as he fled, and armed with that evidence, I 
set out to find him. I visited nearby cold stores, showing his 
picture to the owners, hoping someone would recognise him. 
And luck was on my side. The store owner recognised him as a 
regular customer who bought groceries every month. I finally 
had his home address just across the street from my building. 

Taking a seat on my balcony, I patiently waited for hours 
until, finally, at 11:30 p.m., he emerged, albeit with a changed 
appearance. Accompanied by my fiancé, we confronted and 
apprehended him. Alerting emergency services once again, 
I provided them with my case number, urgently requesting 
immediate assistance. After a short wait, the police arrived, 
promptly arresting the man and transporting him to the Sitra 
police station.

During the arrest, it came to light that the offender was a 
married man, residing with his wife and a three-year-old child. 
His wife, oblivious to his actions, was devastated upon learn-
ing the truth. Witnessing her anguish as she collapsed on the 
road, pleading for forgiveness, my heart weighed heavy with 
conflicting emotions. At the police station, he confessed to his 
crimes, expressing remorse and seeking forgiveness. Presented 
with two options by the police, I was torn.

The choices were to pursue a six-month prison sentence 
followed by deportation or to grant him forgiveness, with his 
case remaining open and a final warning issued. Moved by the 
sight of the distraught woman holding her child and begging 
for mercy, I made the difficult decision to release him with a 
warning.

However this incident raises important concerns regarding 
the safety of women, particularly during the late hours. In 
such situations, it is crucial to immediately contact emergency 
services by dialing 999 and raise awareness by calling for help 
loudly, allowing nearby individuals to come to your aid.

Additionally, I firmly believe in maintaining vigilance of 
one’s surroundings and the people within them, ensuring 
personal safety and well-being.

- Zahra
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I heard footsteps 
approaching. I turned 
around, and to my shock, 
a young Indian man in 
his late twenties stood 
before me. He asked for 
my help, claiming that 
he needed water. It was 
already 2 a.m., and I hes-
itated, unsure of what 
to do.

WHAT’S IN 
SOCIAL MEDIA

Big Changes Ahead !
• Lawmakers in Bahrain are considering a proposal that would 

require foreign workers and employers to obtain a certificate 
of financial clearance before leaving the country.

• MPs argue that this measure is crucial to protect the state’s 
and its citizens’ rights, aiming to address the current absence 
of a clear regulatory framework.

• While the proposal aims to rectify issues such as lost rights and 
challenges in recovering outstanding sums, concerns have been 
raised about its potential impact on foreign workers’ mobility 
and existing laws.

T O P  C O M M E N T S

kiranbe
Is this applicable for Expatriates who leave on vacations also? This 
is going to make expatriates reconsider taking loans or buying 
things on loans. Banks, Car Dealerships, Telecom industry they 
are all going to be negativly affected by this! Just because a few 
default on loans, should the majority suffer?

environmanbahrain
So if the employers does not pay the employee is stuck with no 
job, but dues for rent etc....make sense...

Fill in the blanks so that each row, each column, and each 
of the nine 3x3 grids contain one instance of each of the 
numbers 1 through 9.

Sudoku Puzzles

PICTURE OF THE DAY 

If you have anything you’d like to say or share 
with us, please feel free to write to us at 
online@newsofbahrain.com

We would love to 
hear from you.

Emergency and Hotline Numbers
• Emergency Services, Fire, 
         Police, and Ambulance - 999
• Report a traffic incident - 199
• Food quality helpline at Health Ministry - 39427743
• Consumer protection, Central Bank of Bahrain - 17547789
• Consumer service claims at 
         Ministry of Industry and Commerce – 17007003
• Complaints to Interior Ministry - 80008008
• Expat Protection Centre and National 
• Anti-trafficking number- 995

sign for you, what I can do I’ll do. Sign 
here, same as the document. Sign so you 
don’t give me any more headaches.”

At one point, one of the bank tellers 
can be heard saying “I don’t think he is 
well,” while another begins to record the 
bizarre scene. Vieira Nunes continues to 
claim that her “uncle” is fine, just a little 
quiet, but by this stage, bank employees 
had already called emergency services 
and the police.

“Uncle, are you feeling something? 
He doesn’t say anything, that’s just how 
he is,” the 42-year-old woman allegedly 
said. ?If you’re not okay, I’m going to take 
you to the hospital. Do you want to go to 
the Emergency Room  again?”

Poor Paulo Roberto Braga was never 
going to answer her questions, as para-
medics confirmed that he had been dead 
for at least a few hours. Vieira Nunes was 
arrested and charged with with vilifi-
cation of a corpse and attempted fraud.
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RIMON MIAH REAL ESTATE W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34585636 or 
RIMONMIAH728@GMAIL.COM
BAHRAIN TOURISM COMPANY - CROWNE 
PLAZA BAHRAIN W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WAITER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17746318 or hussain.
almajed@gulfhotelsgroup.com
GULF AIR B.S.C. (C) has a vacancy for the 
occupation of CABIN CREW / FLIGHT STEWARD, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 17337804 
or recruitment@gulfair.com
SHELL FISHERIES COMPANY W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 37777383 or mgr-
hr@shell-fisheries.com
ARCAL W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
ALUMINIUM TECHNICIAN (GENERAL), suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17701900 or hrd@
arcal.biz
BIRYANI HOUSE RESTURANT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17714662 or 
BIRYANIHOUSEBAHRAIN@YAHOO.COM
MARSEELIA BEAUTY CENTRE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of BEAUTICIAN, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39877737 or 
mandi20111@hotmail.com
INTEGRATED FACILITY MANAGEMENT W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of CLEANER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 17400407 
or proffice@almoayyedcg.com
Kadi One Construction W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33440279 or 
SINOALAN180@GMAIL.COM
JELLY FISH FACTORY W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33323995 or clearance@
JARADAHFISH.COM
FAMILY DISCOUNT CENTER W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of SALESMAN, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 38410016 
or FAMILY2023CENTER@GMAIL.COM
ALHAMRAA BEAUTY SALON has a vacancy for 
the occupation of BEAUTICIAN, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39906665 or EDRAZI459@
GMAIL.COM
AL BASHAER RECRUITMENT W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of SALES AGENT, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 32269111 
or SMOHAMMEDBH@GMAIL.COM
DOWNTOWN ROTANA HOTEL W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of MANAGER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17110196 or Gro.
majestic@rotana.com
BIN DAWOOD CAFETERIA has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39676878 or mrs_
alabbasi@yahoo.com
INTERNATIONAL 360 SECURITY SERVICES 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
SECURITY GUARD, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39411673 or FISHERMANSENSE@
GMAIL.COM
HAJI YOUNAS CONTRACTING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33808409 or 
Wasiyounas7@gmail.com
C T A FOR SALE  OF SECOND-HAND GOODS 
CO BAHRAINI PARTNERSHIP COMPANY has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38170017 or 
CHTANZEEMBH@GMAIL.COM
ECO BLOOMS FOR FLOWERS W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of FLORIST/FLOWER 
SETTER, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
66369795 or ECOBLOOMS2020@GMAIL.COM
ATLAS STATIONARY AND TOYS W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36960999 or 
HASH2H2@HOTMAIL.COM
BRIGHTON PIER CARS ACCESSORIES has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 32133133 or 
maaj241968@gmail.com
BAHRAIN SUGAR REFINERY W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of DRIVER/
OPERATOR(SHOVEL), suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17509999 or makki@
bahrainsugarrefinery.com
FAYHAA AL BAHRAIN BAHRAINI 
PARTNERSHIP COMPANY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of MANAGER (MARKETING), suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33564745 or 
ALFAYHAACO@OUTLOOK.SA
M K A MECHANICAL CONTRACTS has a 
vacancy for the occupation of LABOURER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 39611612 
or MKA.MC.BAH@GMAIL.COM
THANJAI SUVAI RESTAURANT W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of DRIVER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 77091677 or 
karthiguha2010@gmail.com
KADOURA W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of CHEF, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17226588 or LMRA52@DELMONFISH.COM
AL AHMAD MOBILE PHONE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of SALESMAN, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33117948 or 
BAHRAINPK@HOTMAIL.COM
POZONE SOLUTIONS W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of SALESMAN, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 66980368 or 
AYYAZILYAS88@GMAIL.COM
DESRT LAND INTERIOER DECORATION W.L.L 

has a vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 33316063 
or MIRZADXB281@GMAIL.COM
KABABISH GATE RESTURENT W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of COOK(GENERAL), 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 33374837 
or d.eleven.11@outlook.com
AL MIRAJ LADIES TAILORING & EMBROIDERY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of TAILOR, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 33498952 
or FA0894258@GMAIL.COM
HASHIR CARGO HANDLING W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 37114097 or 
UMAIR.BHAI9297@GMAIL.COM
MITSUBISHI POWER BAHRAIN BRANCH 
BRANCH OF A FOREIGN COMPANY has a 
vacancy for the occupation of TECHNICIAN 
ADVISOR, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17503109
INTEGRATED FACILITY MANAGEMENT W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of CLEANER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 17400407 
or proffice@almoayyedcg.com
Apex Plus Contracting W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of LABOURER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17587795 or Info@
apexbahrain.com
Almoayyed Air Conditioning W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of AIR-CONDITIONING 
TECHNICIAN, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39770606 or proffice@almoayyedcg.com
AL HELLI SUPERMARKET B.S.C CLOSED has 
a vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33572333 or 
hanan@ALHELLI.COM
DREAM PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of CLEANER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 36094012 
or HRD@DREAMGROUP.BH
LULU BAHRAIN HYPERMARKET W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of RETAIL TRADE 
SALESMAN, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17558558 or careers@bh.lulumea.com
NESTO SUPERMARKET & DEPARTMENT 
STORE W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
CASHIER, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39151200 or WESTERNBAHRAIN2021@GMAIL.
COM
MANGUARD SECURITY W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of SECURITY GUARD, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404949 or 
SECURITY@MANGUARD.COM.BH
EASTERN BAKERY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of WAITER (GENERAL), suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17729595 or 
SAKINA@HHM-GROUP.COM
KOOHEJI CONTRACTORS W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of MASON ASST, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17786500 or 
careers@kcbahrain.com
KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN has a vacancy for 
the occupation of KITCHEN WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17262998 or 
SSALEH@AMERICANA-FOOD.COM
GULF AIR B.S.C. (C) has a vacancy for the 
occupation of CABIN CREW / FLIGHT STEWARD, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 17337804 
or recruitment@gulfair.com
ALMOAYYED INTERIORS has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17400407 or proffice@
almoayyedcg.com
ALHAMAD CONSTRUCTION & DEVLOPMENT 
CO. W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of 
ELECTRICIAN, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17226618 or ACKR007@GMAIL.COM
MILLENIUM CONTRACTING W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 35588880 or 
milleniumbh183@gmail.com
CHICKET TEA W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of WAITER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 35114403 or DPASIF@
YAHOO.COM
PRO  KLEEN  SERVICES W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of CLEANER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36845820 or 
PADAM1739@GMAIL.COM
HISTORICAL INTERIOR DECORATION W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 34692083 
or BABAR327@GMAIL.COM
MOHAMED N. AHMED  ALKHAIRANI / 
ALMUKALA - 1813 has a vacancy for the 
occupation of SEAMAN, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33511889 or 
BU.NASSER888@GMAIL.COM
STYLE UP FASHION has a vacancy for the 
occupation of TAILOR, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39900098 or JENAN.ALI@GMAIL.
COM
LENO BEAUTY LOUNGE SALOON has a 
vacancy for the occupation of HAIRDRESSER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 38300340 
or masooma.shubber.1990@gmail.com
BILNA GENERAL TRADING IMPORT & 
EXPORT W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of OFFICE ASSISTANT, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 66666224 or BUYUSRA@
GMAIL.COM
GREEN PEPPER ADVERTISING W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of ACCOUNTANTS, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 17171702 
or THAHIRKS@GMAIL.COM
OTAVA CONSULTANCY BAHRAINI 
PARTNERSHIP COMPANY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34169404 or 
aroobasattar333@gmail.com

PRINT WISE PUBLICITY AND ADVERTISING 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 13609800 or RANARAMEEZ@AOL.COM
TRUST NEST INTERIORS W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of MASON(GENERAL), suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33436853 or 
TRUSTNESTCONTRACTING@GMAIL.COM
SALABA DELIVERY W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36247725 or 
INTERIOR366DECORATION@GMAIL.COM
MANGUARD SECURITY W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of SECURITY GUARD, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404949 or 
SECURITY@MANGUARD.COM.BH
SAKOON VISITOR SERVICES W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36155102 or 
MNAUMANMBOOTA406@GMAIL.COM
MC REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT & 
CONSULTANCY W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of SALES EXECUTIVE 
REPRESENTATIVE, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 38401970 or MCREALESTATE.BH@
GMAIL.COM
SWAR SUPPLY MANPOWER has a vacancy for 
the occupation of CLEANER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 38034111 or swar.
supplymanpower@GMAIL.COM
LEAD CLEANING SERVICES W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33953233 or 
PRASHOBHVT@GMAIL.COM
AL MISBAH RESTAURANT W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of COOK(GENERAL), suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36383860 or 
MISBAHMARKET.RIFFA@GMAIL.COM
RIGHT WAY COMBIND COMPANY W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33589532 or 
gujranwala.contracting@gmail.com
PERFUME POINT 1 W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of SALES EXCUTIVE, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34567822 or 
LITON.LOVELY2010@YAHOO.COM
STEPHEN DECORATION W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33588545 or BASSEYST@
YAHOO.COM
DELMON ABAYAT W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of TAILOR, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33445500 or 979515@GMAIL.COM
THE TEA HOUSE CAFETERIA has a vacancy 
for the occupation of CLEANER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 37475737 or teahousebh@
gmail.com
MEDIAPROAV INTERNATIONAL W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of TECHNICIAN, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 38362331 
or HAYALDOCS@GMAIL.COM
AL PREET CONTRACTING CO BAHRAINI 
PARTNERSHIP COMPANY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 35457897 or 
TAHIRMAHMOOD0788@GMAIL.COM
MAILO FOR MARKETING BAHRAINI 
PARTNERSHIP COMPANY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33779557 or 
MOHAMMADILYAS227@YAHOO.COM
BRAIN CHAIN SERVICES W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 66644102 or ABDUL.
QAYYUM121A@GMAIL.COM
WATER LINES CONTRACTING EST has 
a vacancy for the occupation of SALES 
REPRESENTATIVE, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39840693 or HARM_1960@YAHOO.CA
DELMA MARINE CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of BOATMAN, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39611333 or DELMA@
DELMA.COM.BH
U&S CONTRACTING BAHRAINI PARTNERSHIP 
COMPANY has a vacancy for the occupation 
of FOREMAN, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36758776 or SHAHIDP824@GMAIL.COM
NESLA REAL ESTATE W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of SALESMAN, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38185065 or 
SAHALPROPERTIES369@GMAIL.COM
RAHMAT ELECTRONICS W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36181193 or ULLAHR989@
GMAIL.COM
PURE WOOD INTERIOR DECORATION 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
ACCOUNTANTS, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33353070 or CHAINAPUNJABI2013@
GMAIL.COM
ATIF MAHMOUD HAMID ABDELSAMAD W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 35412925 
or ATIFHAMID310@GMAIL.COM
999 PRIME BEST CONSULTANCY W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of ACCOUNTANTS, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 33416255 
or RANAFAISALMANZOOR@GMAIL.COM
DIAMOND CARGO has a vacancy for the 
occupation of SUPERVISOR(INTERNAL 
WORKS), suitably qualified applicants can contact 
39430500 or UMHANA62@GMAIL.COM
HUSAIN JAAFAR BUILDING COMPLETION 
has a vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 33051349 
or DARWISHBH4@GMAIL.COM
MIFTAH 98 INTERIOR DECORATION SERVICES 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 36484758 or ATTAU3421@GMAIL.COM

GOOD AS GOLD CLEANING SERVICES 
CO W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
34569303 or GOODASGOLDBH@GMAIL.COM
V SAIN MARBLES  W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of MASON, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 37297456 or SAINV7420@
GMAIL.COM
ZTB COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of DRIVER, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 66338901 or RUB808@GMAIL.COM
MANGUARD SECURITY W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of SECURITY GUARD, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404949 or 
SECURITY@MANGUARD.COM.BH
AL HELLI SUPERMARKET B.S.C CLOSED 
has a vacancy for the occupation of CLEANER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 17877209 
or HANAN@ALHELLI.COM
ALMOAYYED CONTRACTING GROUP W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of CLEANER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 17400407 
or proffice@almoayyedcg.com
QUICK ZEBRA SERVICES has a vacancy for 
the occupation of CLEANER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36094012 or hrd@
dreamgroup.bh
RAMSIS ENGINEERING CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of MECHANICAL 
HELPER, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17830801 or Abbas@ramsis.com.bh
KOOHEJI CONTRACTORS W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of SWEEPER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17786500 or careers@
kcbahrain.com
PANORAMA CONTRACTING & ENGINEERING 
SERVI has a vacancy for the occupation of 
SANDBLASTER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17729935 or AHMED@PANORAMABH.
COM
AFAAQ ALKALIJ EXCAVATION & BUILDING 
EQUIPMENTS RENNTAL W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of DIESEL MECHANIC, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 13644244 or 
afaaqalkhalij@gmail.com
MOHD ALI YOUSIF ALMEZAL 
CONSTRUCTION&SER W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17730437 or office@
almezeal.com
MOTHERCARE COMPANY B.S.C.-CLOSED 
has a vacancy for the occupation of ASSISTANT 
MANAGER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17116223 or info@rih.com.bhom.bh
EMCO COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of ELECTRICIAN, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17821988 or emco@emco.
com.bh
FRSAN PLAZA , has a vacancy for the occupation 
of MASSEUR, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17295555 or FRSAN@BATELCO.COM.BH
ELITE SEEF RESIDENCE W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WAITER/BARTENDER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 17313372 
or NAMDAR@ELITEGROUPHOTELS.COM
CHOICES HOME FURNITURE has a vacancy 
for the occupation of UPHOLSTERER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 63333316 or 
CHOICES.HOMEFURNITURE@GMAIL.COM
SILVER CITY CONTRACTING W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of LABOURER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 38826888 
or SILVERCITYCONTRACTING@GMAIL.COM
ANSAR GALLERY W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of SALESMAN, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17140001 or pr@ag-bh.
com
AHMADI FOODS has a vacancy for the 
occupation of DRIVER(FOOD DISTRIBUTION), 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 17271333 
or ADMIN@AHMADIPEPSI.COM
MODERN NATIONAL BAKERY BAHRAINI 
PARTNERSHIP COMPANY has a vacancy for 
the occupation of PRODUCTION MANAGER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 17694934 
or ADMN.MODBAKE@GMAIL.CM
Abdulaal Cleaning & Maintenance Company 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17404101 or SMALACME@GMAIL.COM
HASAN ALI ALAHMED has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33093611 or M_S_416@
HOTMAIL.COM
SUN SHINE TOWER has a vacancy for the 
occupation of CLEANER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17877444 or hr@sma.bh
SIL VER ROSE SPA BEAUTY SALON has a 
vacancy for the occupation of BEAUTICIAN, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 39383833 
or A_ALYOUSHA@HOTMAIL.COM
A - KARIM ALJAHROMI CONTRACTING 
COMPANY WLL has a vacancy for the occupation 
of LABOURER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17831000 or akjcont@gmail.com
Qassr alsadf restaurant has a vacancy for 
the occupation of COOK(GENERAL), suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39645664 or 
RICO_MUHARRAQ@HOTMAIL.COM
ELECTROMEC TRADING AND CONTRACTING 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
SALESMAN, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17233779 or teknotek@batelco.com.bh
ALHADDAD CONTRACTING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of ALUMINIUM TECHNICIAN 
(GENERAL), suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17566473 or DARSHA@ALHADDAD-
BAHRAIN.COM
AL LAMAAH GARAGE has a vacancy for the 
occupation of AUTOMOBILE PAINTER, suitably 

qualified applicants can contact 39334311 or 
ALLAMAIT55@GMAIL.COM
AL HORA GATE COLD STOR has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 34156666 or SPORTS_
GATE@YAHOO.COM
AL HADI ENGINEERING W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of DRAFTSMAN, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17779700 or 
ALABBASIMARIAM@GMAIL.COM
THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO OF BAHRAIN 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of SALES 
MANAGER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17784141 or TSARA@COCA-COLA.
COM.BH
GULF GATE HOTEL has a vacancy for the 
occupation of WAITER/BARTENDER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33500974 or 
RILWAN25@GMAIL.COM
ALMOAYYED CLEANING & MAINTENANCE 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of 
CLEANER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39770606 or proffice@almoayyedcg.com
BAHRAIN INTERNATIONAL HOTEL W.L.L. has 
a vacancy for the occupation of SUPERVISOR, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 33500974 
or RILWAN25@GMAIL.COM
ALSHAMIYA ELECTRICAL WORKSHOP has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39661120 or 
almanabhac@gmail.com
DAR NADERAH ALABAYA has a vacancy for the 
occupation of TAILOR, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 33256669 or BORJ-ALASAD@
HOTMAIL.CON
ALZUBARAH RESTAURANT AND CAFETERIA 
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of 
KITCHEN WORKER, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17722066 or ZUBARAIT@BATELCO.
COM.BH
.HAIL AND FUSTAQA NUTS AND SWEETS has 
a vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38889558 or 
REEF.1970@HOTMAIL.COM
HAMEEDA MOHAMMED ABDULRAZAQ has 
a vacancy for the occupation of BREAD BAKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 39456969 
or buzaal1970@gmail.com
Obadah restaurant has a vacancy for the 
occupation of COOK(ASSISTANT), suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39457474 or adel_
alrayes@hotmail.com
LUXOR CAFETERIA has a vacancy for the 
occupation of SANDWICHES MAKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38777030 or 
MONAALOTHMAN610@GMAIL.COM
BILADI AUTO GARAGE has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39461553 or Al8de77@
gmail.com
YAMAL ALSHAM SALON has a vacancy for 
the occupation of BARBER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39858332 or KARU110@
GMAIL.COM
KATANA BEACH JAPANESE CUISINE has a 
vacancy for the occupation of SERVER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38080801 or 
INFO@KATANATORII.COM
Strong Force-MGC W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of MANAGER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36065102 or jessica@
alghanah.com
ALMOSA FASHIONS has a vacancy for the 
occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33313121 or Z620139366@
GMAIL.COM
TEBODIN MIDDLE EAST LIMITED has a vacancy 
for the occupation of DESIGNER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17700544 or TEBODIN@
BATELCO.COM.BH
BRAZIL GRILL CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WAITER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39693113 or VJBOLOOR@
GMAIL.COM
SOOFI RESTAURANT has a vacancy for the 
occupation of COOK(ASSISTANT), suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17402651 or 
DARWISH648@GMAIL.COM
FATENAT ALKHALEEJ BEAUTY CENTRE has 
a vacancy for the occupation of BEAUTICIAN, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 39332314 
or BEAUTY.GULF@HOTMAIL.COM
ABU HISHAM WELDING & FABRICATION has 
a vacancy for the occupation of SECRETARY, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 39557577 
or alwasatco.bh@gmail.com
AL WEQAR CAFETEROA has a vacancy for the 
occupation of WORKER(JUICE & SANDWICHES), 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 39163917 
or Z.L.S2020BJ@GMAIL.COM
ALKHAWATER CAFETERIA has a vacancy for 
the occupation of SANDWICHES MAKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 32133133 or 
amirmatooq@icloud.com
KATTANA SUPERMARKET has a vacancy 
for the occupation of SALESMAN, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39224537 or 
ebrahimbh500@gmail.com
GULF PALACE PASTRY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of SALESMAN, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39462262 or pamco.bh@
gmail.com
AMBALI CLEANING AND CONTRACTING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of CLEANER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39375444 or 
AMBALICLEANING@GMAIL.COM
ALMAHAD SANDWITHES has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33275411 or 
SIMSIMSALES@GMAIL.COM

QUICK ZEBRA SERVICES has a vacancy for 
the occupation of CLEANER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36094012 or hrd@
dreamgroup.bh
ALMOAYYED CONTRACTING GROUP W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of CLEANER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 17400407 
or proffice@almoayyedcg.com
GOLDEN BEE MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
ACCOUNTANT(GENERAL), suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33331457 or FIAZ.FIZZY@
GMAIL.COM
AL DEEBLE AIRSPACES has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33530668 or 
jaffarhabibjaffar@gmail.com
UMREHAM BANQUET has a vacancy for 
the occupation of COOK(GENERAL), suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33546738 or 
khalifa.aldoseri88@gmail.com
HARMONY BUILDING CONSTRUCTION W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of LABOURER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 39320201 
or SB20201@GMAIL.COM
FAHAD RESTAURANT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33330363 or 
NASEEMESA@YAHOO.COM
KHALID STYLE TRADING has a vacancy for 
the occupation of SALESMAN, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33222100 or KHALID_
STYLE_9@HOTMAIL.COM
ALRAZAQ CAFETERIA has a vacancy for 
the occupation of FOOD SERVICE WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 17764909 
or SOLIDLANDCONTRACTING@GMAIL.COM
BAHRAIN SERVICES & MAINTENANCE 
COMPANY B.S.C. (CLOSED) has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17727676 or aqeel@
basma.com.bh
FLORIDA GULF CONSTRUCTION has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33323995 or hr@
jaradahfish.com
LULU BAHRAIN HYPERMARKET W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of RETAIL TRADE 
SALESMAN, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17558558 or careers@bh.lulumea.com
Ramee Grand Hotel & Spa has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WAITER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17111999 or hrg.bh@
rameehotels.com
SULTANAH SCRAP Co. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36371263 or 
SULTANAHWLL@GMAIL.COM
M I CONTRACTING has a vacancy for the 
occupation of LABOURER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 66600200 or M.I.75@
HOTMAIL.COM
ASB SECURITY SOLUTIONS W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of SECURITY GUARD, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 35070603 
or MAGICSHINE775@YAHOO.COM
JELLY FISH FACTORY W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33323995 or clearance@
JARADAHFISH.COM
THAI SPOON RESTAURANT AND CAFE W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of KITCHEN 
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17333307 or ahmed.mpa15@gmail.com
SAQLAIN COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 35248512 or MOJBVGF@
GMAILM.COM
ARAB GRAPH COMPUTER SUPPLIES W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of SALES 
EXECUTIVE REPRESENTATIVE, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36505874 or 
SILINMP@GMAIL.COM
QASWA RESTAURANT  W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of COOK(GENERAL), suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 32003918 or 
ABDULHAKEEM094@GMAIL.COM
EDINBURGH SCRAP has a vacancy for 
the occupation of SUPERVISOR, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17246667 or 
alqattanservice@gmail.com
A M V INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL SERVICES 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
PROJECTS COORDINATOR, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33899511 or MOHAN.TA@
OUTLOOK.COM
Ain alsebaa electronics has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33511656 or MALAK-197@
HOTMAIL.COM
FOOD WORLD W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of SALESMAN, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 37381111 or FOODWORD.
WLL@GMAIL.COM
SUN CHAISER DECORATIONS EST has a 
vacancy for the occupation of SUPERVISOR, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 35301525 
or RMINHAS560@GMAIL.COM
NEPALI RESTAURANT has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33213178 or 
DILAZAK786@GMAIL.COM
MAHID JEWELLERY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36303222 or MUHAMMAD_
ALEEM_TAHIR@YAHOO.COM
DREAMMAN  COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33470547 or 
SUJITH686633@YAHOO.CO.IN

VACANCIES
AVAILABLE
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Osaka seals 
first win on 
clay since 2022 
in Madrid
AFP | Madrid, Spain

Naomi Osaka says she is 
“embracing the clay a 
lot more now” as she 

captured her first victory on 
the surface since 2022 in the 
Madrid Open first round yes-
terday.

The Japanese former world 
number one grew up playing 
on hard courts in the United 
States and has mostly strug-
gled on the red dirt over the 
years.

But back at the Caja Magica 
for the first time in two years, 
Osaka looked comfortable 
during her 6-4, 6-1 win over 
Belgian lucky loser Greet Min-
nen to book a second-round 
meeting with 15th seed Liud-
mila Samsonova.

It was just the fourth vic-
tory on clay for Osaka since 
the start of 2021 and the four-
time Grand slam champion is 
hopeful it won’t be her last in 
Madrid this fortnight.

“I’ve had several 
‘incidents’ on clay 
but I’m embrac-
ing it  a lot 

more 

now,” the 26-year-old Osaka 
told reporters in the Spanish 
capital.

“I feel like there’s definite-
ly beauty to it. I’m taking a 
lot of inspiration from people 
that do very well here. I’m not 
expecting to be like, Iga (Swi-
atek), or something, but I just 
want to do the best with what 
I have.” On Arantxa Sanchez 
stadium on Wednesday, Osa-
ka was breezing through her 
service games in the opening 
set but couldn’t convert any 
of her first three break point 
opportunities before she final-
ly got the break she needed in 
the 10th game to take a one-set 
lead.

The second set was a stroll 
compared to the first as Osa-
ka built a 5-0 advantage and 
secured the win with a back-
hand winner on the 79-minute 
mark.

“I think I slid a couple of 
times to my forehand pretty 
well, so I was excited about 
that,” explained Osaka.

“She was hitting really 
good drop shots but I think 
I got to a couple quite well.

“ I  t h i n k  j u st  m ove -
ment-wise I’m feeling a lot 

more comfortable. I 
think shot-wise, 

I hit a couple 
of  heavy 
b a l l s . 
Hopeful-

ly I’m able 
to continue 
that.”

Osaka has 
extra motiva-
tion to do well 
on clay this 

season due to 
the fact the Olym-

pic Games will be 
played on the red dirt 

at Roland Garros this sum-
mer.

Nadal will only play 
French Open if he 
can ‘compete well’
AFP | Madrid, Spain

Rafael Nadal said yesterday 
he will only play at the up-

coming French Open if he feels 
“capable enough to compete 
well”.

The 14-time Roland Garros 
champion conceded that if the 
action in Paris were to kick off 
today, he would not be able to 
participate but vowed to keep 
fighting for the chance to play 
at his most successful tourna-
ment one last time.

“I don’t know what’s going 
to happen in the next three 
weeks. I will keep fighting and 
doing the things I believe I 
have to do so I can try to play 
in Paris, and if I can play, I play, 
if I can’t, I can’t,” the former 
world number one told re-
porters at the Madrid Open 
on Wednesday.

“I will not play in Paris if I 
am the way I am now. If Paris 

were today, I wouldn’t take to 
the court. That’s the reality. I 
will only play in Paris if I feel 
capable enough to compete 
well.”

Nadal returned to tennis 
in Brisbane in January after 
spending almost an entire 
year on the sidelines nursing a 
psoas injury. But his comeback 
was short-lived as he sustained 
a muscle problem in Australia 
and has competed in just five 
matches so far this season.

Not 100%
The Spaniard kicked off his 

clay campaign in Barcelona 
last week, where he lost in the 
second round and is set to face 
16-year-old American Darwin 
Blanch in his Madrid opener 
on Thursday.

“I don’t think I’m ready to 
play at my 100 percent but I’m 
prepared to go out and play 
tomorrow. 

BISAN SALON has a vacancy for the occupation of 
BARBER, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17442923 or NOOR33961414@GMAIL.COM
GUJRAT CONSTRUCTIONS has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33187595 or RAJASALEEM75@
GMAIL.COM
BANAT ALBUDAYA LADIES SALON has a 
vacancy for the occupation of BEAUTICIAN, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33445585 or 
SAJI0101@HOTMAIL.COM
Devine Cleaning Contracting W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of CLEANER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39205395 or 
ABDULLAKA3882AB@GMAIL.COM
ABU HASSAN 2018 TRADING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33036303 or burjnawal00@
GMAIL.COM
Akamai contracting has a vacancy for the 
occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33165686 or BAHRAIN394@
YAHOO.COM
TABSSAM ASAD MANAGMENT CO W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of OFFICE WORKER 
HELPER, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
37238684 or RAZAMNHAS@GMAIL.COM
THE FIRST TECHNOLOGY HOME W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of TECHNICIAN, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 66905668 
or TARIQ400@HOTMAIL.COM
THE PROMO POINT MARKETING AND 
ADVERTISING W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of SALESMAN, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 66608111 or 
THEPROMOPOINT@GMAIL.COM
Pigeon Express Cargo and Courier Co.W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 39391123 
or bahrain@pigeoninternational.in
FARESHTA CONTRACTING has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33595836 or WSAEED214@
GMAIL.COM
PETROJANA CONTRACTING has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 34688884 or LOAI@
PETROJANA.COM
ABBRUCH CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33590901 or ABBRUCH9090@
GMAIL.COM
FLORIDA GULF CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33323995 or hr@jaradahfish.com
BAHRAIN SERVICES & MAINTENANCE 
COMPANY B.S.C. (CLOSED) has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17727676 or aqeel@basma.
com.bh
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L) has 
a vacancy for the occupation of HEAVY DRIVER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 39470985 
or yousif@aanass.net
ALSALWA MEAT FACTORY has a vacancy for 
the occupation of LABOURER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17596656 or hr@alzaeembh.
com
SMALCO CONTRACTING W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33040002 or smalco.bh@
hotmail.com
Security Solutions Co. W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of SECURITY GUARD, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 37722884 or 
GOVERNMENT@MRE.CO
DELMON ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of ELECTRICIAN, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 39541845 
or DELTRIC@BATELCO.COM.BH
WESTMINSTER GULF CO. W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of SCAFFOLDER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39453805 or 
AIRMECH.BAHRAIN@AIRMECH.NET
ALBARAKA LOGISTIC has a vacancy for the 
occupation of HEAVY DRIVER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17740444 or info@
albarakabh.com
Arkan Itihad Development Co. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 13300444 or 
HROFFICER@AIMSBAHRAIN.COM
PUNJAB CITY CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39252020 or SHAREF.
WORKS@GMAIL.COM
RUKUN ALYAQEEN INTERNATIONAL W.L.L. 
has a vacancy for the occupation of SUPERVISOR, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 17718033 
or BHABANI.MISHRA@rayoman.COM
MANGUARD SECURITY W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of SECURITY GUARD, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17404949 or 
SECURITY@MANGUARD.COM.BH
GOLD DUST CLEANING SERVICES W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of CLEANER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33361701 or 
GOLDDUST.BH@GMAIL.COM
ARAB Union Contracting Co WLL has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17533125 or 
GOLDENGROUPBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
M.B.C.E SPECIALIZED CONSTRUCTION 
OWNED BY AWAL COMMERCIAL SERVIC has 
a vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 32022225 or 
muazzams3@gmail.com
Access & Coating Gulf Co. W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of PAINTER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17212471 or MCSC@

MCSCWLL.COM
AMEERI SERVICES COMPANY WLL has a 
vacancy for the occupation of FITTER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17456111 or 
HRAMEERI@AMEERI.GOV.BH
AL SHAHLA OFFICE ADMINISTRATIVE AND 
SUPPORT ACTIVITIES W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39003684 or TRR212@
GMAIL.COM
M U G L MARKETING W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of SUPERVISOR, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34176946 or 
AFZAALMUGAL71@GMAIL.COM
USG  W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of MARKETING SPECIALIST, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33770988 or DR.MNU1@
GMAIL.COM
JAWAN MIX MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
13112471 or FLYEZEETVL.BH@GMAIL.COM
OAK PIZZA AND PASTA has a vacancy for 
the occupation of CASHIER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39939921 or ALIALNOAIMI76@
GMAIL.COM
MALAM JABBA CONTRACTING has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 35137132 or 
WADISHAWWAL@GMAIL.COM
AHMED ISA KHAMIS ALRUMAIHI(DABAT 
ALSAHRAA-6576) has a vacancy for the 
occupation of FISHERMAN, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17840252 or SHGROUP@
BATELCO.COM.BH
ABU MOHAMMED PRINTING OFFISCE 
SERVICES has a vacancy for the occupation of 
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36786662 or KSAHAR.SH91@GMAIL.COM
CHRYSTAL BAKERY W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of BAKER(GENERAL), suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17274067 or MAUCTION@
BATELCO.COM.BH
ASCON CONTROL W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR & 
GEN. FOREMAN, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 35062469 or hr@amadbaeed.com
BROWN STONE FASHION has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39865798 or ABUFAIZANAC@
GMAIL.COM
PEPPER CAFE - BAHRAINI PARTNERSHIP 
COMPANY has a vacancy for the occupation of 
SALESMAN, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 39867872 or HASH2H2@GMAIL.COM
FLORIDA GULF CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33323995 or hr@jaradahfish.
com
CYPRUS CYBARCO TABET JV W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of TOWER-CRANE 
OPERATOR, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17224545 or cct@cct-bh.com
MUDHER ALAJAEB CONSTRUCTION 
has a vacancy for the occupation of 
WORKER(CONSTRUCTION).GENERAL, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39213121 or H_A_
M81@HOTMAIL.COM
SWISS-BELSUITES  ADMIRAL  JUFFAIR 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of ROOM 
ATTENDANT, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 33596111 or RECRUITMENTSSAJ@
SWISS-BELHOTEL.COM
CHOCOLATE AND CO COMPANY W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of CONFECTIONER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 17491350 
or choc.and.co@gmail.com
GOLDEN EAGLE LAUNDRY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of PRESSER (HAND), suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39995057 or SIDIII.66@
GMAIL.COM
AMAZING TOWER CONSTRUCTION has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33000206 or 
shawqifarhan@gmail.com
ZONE SECURITY W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of SECURITY GUARD, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36322266 or info@zonebh.net
CIRCLE INTEGRATED SERVICES W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of CLEANER 
(GENERAL), suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 17822218 or INFO@CIRCLE.BH
Spectrum Cleaning Co W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of HEAVY DRIVER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 77122441 or MMKOHEJI@
YAHOO.COM
Clean and green services has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17792434 or cleangreenbh@
gmail.com
Dream World Construction Co. W.L.L. has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39252020 or sharef.
works@gmail.com
M.C.DEAN.INC - Foreign Branch has a vacancy 
for the occupation of TECHNICIAN, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39713158 or JOSEPH.
ANDREWS@MCDEAN.COM
AIN ALRAHA BAKERY has a vacancy for the 
occupation of BAKER(GENERAL), suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 34093446 or aasjs7070@
gmail.com
Relay Engineering Limited has a vacancy for 
the occupation of DRAFTSMAN, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17213958 or ANDREW.
WRANKMORE@RELAY-ENGINEERING.COM
House of Patong Thai Spa & Salon has a 
vacancy for the occupation of MASSEUR, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17212988 or 
ALQANOOON@WINDOWSLIVE.COM
Habara Hotel And Restaurant Toursim 
Management W.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of WORKER, suitably qualified applicants 

can contact 39309999 or MOHAMMED@
HABARAGROUP.COM
SPECIALIZED SECURITY SERVICES TO 
BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES CO W L  L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of SECURITY GUARD, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 17001640 
or info@sss.bh
ALKHULOOD BUILDING MATERIALS W.l.l has a 
vacancy for the occupation of SALESMAN, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17781049 or 
BIVIN05_GEO@HOTMAIL.COM
ALNOOR GATE CAR SERVICES has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33947879 or 
KHUDHUR-76@LIVE.COM
BE SPORT SWEAR has a vacancy for the 
occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 39886050 or MOHAMMED_13_17@
HOTMAIL.COM
ALREEF DAIRY has a vacancy for the occupation 
of HEAVY DRIVER, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 35015666 or Drrazzaq82@yahoo.com
DEVJI AURUM GOLD AND DIAMOND FACTORY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of DATA 
ENTRY OPERATOR, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17162244 or hr@devjiaurum.com
MY CAFE W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation 
of RECEPTIONIST, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 66666730 or INFO@MYCAFEBH.COM
Security Solutions Co. W.L.L. has a vacancy for 
the occupation of SECURITY GUARD, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 37722884 or 
GOVERNMENT@MRE.CO
ALSALWA MEAT FACTORY has a vacancy for 
the occupation of LABOURER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17596656 or hr@alzaeembh.
com
AWALI GAS COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of LABOURER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17536000 or hanif@aic-
bahrain.com
GULF AIR B.S.C. (C) has a vacancy for the 
occupation of CABIN CREW / FLIGHT STEWARD, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 17337804 
or recruitment@gulfair.com
ALYAMAMA HOUSE FOR CLEANING 
CONTRACTING W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17345569 or YAMAMAHOUSE1@
GMAIL.COM
B.R.C.( Weldmesh )Gulf W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17728222 or abdulla-2111@
hotmail.com
ABEDALI ABDULLA ALJAZEERI W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of BAKER(GENERAL), 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 17553320 
or ABDALI.ALJAZIRI@HOTMAIL.COM
LULU CONTRACTING CLEANING AND 
MAINTENANCE W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of CLEANER (GENERAL), suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17720648 or 
INFO@LCMWLL.COM
NATIONAL EXCAVATING EST. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39455537 or 
NEEWLL@BATELCO.COM.BH
UMM ALSUBBAN MECHANICAL CONTRACTS 
has a vacancy for the occupation of DRIVER(HEAVY 
VEHICLE), suitably qualified applicants can contact 
17491190 or usmc@batelco.com.bh
MACDONALDS has a vacancy for the occupation 
of DRIVER(MOTOR-CYCLE), suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 17220000 or HR@FAKHRO.
COM
Mohammed Noor Bukhari Restuarant has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WAITER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36061136 or 
hisham@bokhari.net
EWAN ALBAHRAIN FOR CONSTRUCTION 
& RENOVATION CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of FOREMAN, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39402028 or AAJA1970@
GMAIL.COM
Glass Tech Industries B.S.C closed has a vacancy 
for the occupation of GLAZIER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39697800 or mannaigr@
mannaigroup.net
Fakhro International Motors Workshop W.L.L has 
a vacancy for the occupation of ACCOUNTANTS, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 77660137 
or HR@FAKHRO.COM
SUHAILA FOR BUIDING CONTRACTING CO 
. W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36336233 or suhailaconstruction@gmail.com
ALGHANIM INTERNATIONAL GENERAL 
TRADING AND CONTRACTING CO. - For has a 
vacancy for the occupation of LABOURER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17300616 or karim.
eissa@falghanim.com
Delta Security Services Co. W.L.L. has a vacancy 
for the occupation of SECURITY GUARD, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 17262725 or hr@
delta-ss.me
AULFIAN COMPANY W.L.L has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39563548 or MOJVGF@
GMAILM.COM
AMAAZ INTERIOR DECORATION W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33249820 or 
MASIMMAHI743@GMAIL.COM
BAKHSHAN KHAN PUBLICITY AND 
ADVERTISING W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33886171 or AJ9016119@
GMAIL.COM
STAR QUICK CARGO CO W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39684786 or 
ASHIQWAHEED60@GMAIL.COM
BALAND BAKHAT CONTRACTING W.L.L has a 

vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 34549667 or 
BALANDBBC@GMAIL.COM
HOUSE OF MUHARRAQ MATHAI & SWEETS 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of KITCHEN 
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33262671 or WPARKAR.79@GMAIL.COM
ISHA FASHION has a vacancy for the occupation of 
SALESMAN, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
33020130 or DAYANFASHIONBH@GMAIL.COM
PARAMOUNT HARVEST W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WAREHOUSE KEEPER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 32234485 
or Z.ALHAIKI@ELEGANT-PALACE.COM
FARUK B CONTRACTING W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36239283 or 
FAROKAHMED281@GMAIL.COM
BLACK WALL FOR GENERAL TRADE W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of SALESMAN, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 37276666 
or zizahamshari@gmail.com
MULTANI RESTAURANT CO BAHRAINI 
PARTNERSHIP COMPANY has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33414013 or m.fazain4550@
gmail.com
MY PASTRIES W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of BAKER(GENERAL), suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 39077388 or 
MOHAMEDALTHAWADI48@GMAIL.COM
GOLDEN TOUCH CLEANING CO. W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36662111 or 
raihan@gtcbah.com
COMCAST TECH CO. W.L.L. has a vacancy for the 
occupation of AIR-CONDITIONING TECHNICIAN, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 39602600 
or EMYN05@GMAIL.COM
JUFFAIR BOULEVARD HOTEL & SUITES W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of WAITER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 35475656 
or HR@JUFFAIRBOULEVARD.COM
DREAMLINE TRADING AND CONTRACTING 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of DRIVER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 66382836 
or AKHIL.KNOVENTURE@OUTLOOK.COM
MATCO HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT CO 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of OFFICE 
ASSISTANT, suitably qualified applicants can 
contact 34552377 or info@matcobh.com
FABBRICA DE TESSUTI W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of TAILOR, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 35138304 or shanavas.
c007@gmail.com
PRO  KLEEN  SERVICES W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of CLEANER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 36845820 or PADAM1739@
GMAIL.COM
DHAKA FOR KEY CO W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of CASHIER, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17250069 or ISMAIL.SIDDIQUE204@
GMAIL.COM
TASTE OF ASIA W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of KITCHEN AIDE, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33545410 or INFO@
THAIMARTBAHRAIN.COM
BAHAUDDIN CARGO SERVICES W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 37563555 or 
BAHAUDDINCARGO@GMAIL.COM
GOOD SUGGEST CONSTRUCTION CO. W.L.L 
has a vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 33656333 
or SHAKLAN248@GMAIL.COM
CLASSIC MODERN MENS SALON has a vacancy 
for the occupation of BARBER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 39931932 or MEEER82@
HOTMAIL.COM
MAGIC DESIGN DECORATION W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of CARPENTER(FURNITURE), 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 33416791 
or MOSTAFAELSAYED089@GMAIL.COM
BONOLATA EXPRESS SERVICES COMPANY 
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of 
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants can contact 
36117064 or RIPONKHAN8708@GMAIL.COM
LEAD CLEANING SERVICES W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33953233 or 
PRASHOBHVT@GMAIL.COM
NOOR PAK PROPERTIES BAHRAINI 
PARTNERSHIP COMPANY has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33876675 or KHURMY79@
GMAIL.COM
GRAVITY CONTRACTING W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of SUPERVISOR, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 38086545 or 
GRAVITYCONTRACTINGBH@GMAI.COM
CRAFTBAY INTERIORS W.L.L has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 36021011 or 
CRAFTBAYINTERIORS76@GMAIL.COM
TASVEER GENTS SALOON BAHRAINI 
PARTNERSHIP COMPANY has a vacancy 
for the occupation of WORKER, suitably 
qualified applicants can contact 33032025 or 
TASVEERGENTSSALOON@YAHOO.COM
GULF HOTEL AL DANA RESORT W.L.L has a 
vacancy for the occupation of COOK(ASSISTANT), 
suitably qualified applicants can contact 17746466 
or HUSSAIN.ALMAJED@GULFHOTELSGROUP.
COM
AL GHOUSIA CONTRACTING BAHRAINI 
PARTNERSHIP COMPANY has a vacancy for 
the occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified 
applicants can contact 33228104 or CALIBERBAH@GMAIL.COM
ALYAMAMA HOUSE FOR CLEANING 
CONTRACTING W.L.L has a vacancy for the 
occupation of WORKER, suitably qualified applicants 
can contact 17345569 or YAMAMAHOUSE1@
GMAIL.COM
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Nicknamed the ‘godfa-
ther of gegenpressing’, 
Rangnick has been one 
of the most influential 
people in recent Ger-
man football history, 

both as a coach and as 
a sporting director.

KNOW

BETTER

Rangnick confirms talks with 
Bayern over head coaching job
AFP | Dortmund, Germany

Austria manager Ralf Rang-
nick confirmed he was in 

talks with Bayern Munich to 
become the club’s head coach 
in the summer.

The former Manchester 
United boss said “there has 
been contact” between himself 
and Bayern but would not be 
drawn on whether he would 
take the offer.

“I’ve also informed the Aus-
trian FA (OeFB) about it. We 
have a very trusting relation-
ship” he said in an interview 
with Austrian outlet 90 Min-
utes published Wednesday.

Bayern are trying to replace 
outgoing manager Thomas 
Tuchel after they agreed to 
part ways in February.

German media reports the 
club attempted to sign Lever-
kusen manager Xabi Alonso 
and Germany coach Julian 
Nagelsmann, who previous-
ly coached Bayern, but were 
rebuffed as both decided to 
stay in their current jobs.

Rangnick did not reveal 
whether he would take the 
Bayern job, saying he was 

“focused” on coaching the 
Austria side into this sum-

mer’s Euros in Germany.
“We are completely con-

centrating on the European 
championships. I feel very 
comfortable here.”

“At the moment there is no 

reason to deal with (the inter-
est from Munich) intensively 
and specifically.”

Asked if he could consider 
taking the Bayern job in the fu-
ture, Rangnick said if he want-
ed to “do something different” 
he would “discuss it with the 
Austrian FA.”

Ralf Rangnick

LIV Golf could switch to 72-hole format: Norman
AFP | Adelaide, Australia

LIV Golf chief Greg Norman 
said yesterday he was "very 

open-minded" about the Sau-
di-backed circuit becoming 72-
hole events to better mirror the 
PGA Tour, with conversations 
ongoing.

Each stop on LIV is current-
ly a 54-hole tournament over 
three days, with a "shotgun start" 
where 18 groups of three players 
tee off simultaneously on differ-
ent holes, with no cut.

Former Masters champion 
Jon Rahm, LIV's latest big-name 
recruit, last week called for a 
move to the traditional 72-hole 
format used on the PGA Tour.

The Spanish star reiterated 
the comments in Adelaide, sit-
ting next to Norman.

"I think there's a level of com-
fort when I say that because it's a 
little bit more of what we're used 
to seeing in golf," he said, when 
asked about the prospect by AFP.

"I think it could help a lot of 

fans' trust in LIV a little bit more 
because that's a lot of the com-
plaints that I see from a lot of 
people." Norman said he was 
open to the idea.

"I think from LIV's perspec-
tive, we're very open-minded 
about it, but you've got to under-
stand there's economic impact 
about putting television on for 
72 holes," he said.

"It's a great conversation to 
have. We will continue to have 
that conversation going forward. 

But we sit back and say, what 
value do we get putting it on 
television on Thursday?

"How do we build out in the 
future? How do we get more 
people to the golf course? May-
be it is Thursday and you allow 
another 30,000 people coming 
in on a Thursday.

"There are things that we sit 
back and look at to see what is 
the most optimal solution to 
make this a better and better 
and better event, and 72 holes is 

discussed."
Rahm used the analogy of 

global football to rationalise 
why 72 holes would be better, 
pointing to all leagues, no matter 
where, following the same rules.

"In football, European foot-
ball, you have the Premier 
League, you have the Spanish 
League, you have the German 
League, you have Serie A, you 
have the Champions League, the 
Euro Cup, many other things," 
he said in Adelaide.

Five-star Arsenal thrash Chelsea 
to open up Premier League lead
AFP | London, United 
Kingdom

Ka i  H av e r t z 
a n d  B e n 
White scored 

twice as Arsenal 
thrashed Chelsea 
5-0 on Tuesday 
to surge ahead 
in the Premier 
League tit le 
race and ramp 
up the pres-
sure on Liv-
erpool and 
Manchester 
City.

Leandro 
T r o s s a r d 
was also on 
target in a 
record win 
over Chel-
sea for  the 
Gunners, who 
m o v e  t h r e e 
points clear of 
Liverpool and 
four of Man-
chester City.

The des-
tiny of the title 
remains in City’s hands as the 
defending champions have two 
games in hand.

Liverpool have also played 
one fewer game than Arsenal 
and are in action at Everton 
in the Merseyside derby on 
Wednesday.

However, Mikel Arteta’s 
men’s goal difference advantage 
now looks unassailable should 
it become decisive in the title 
race.

Chelsea and Arsenal’s title 
rivals were dealt a huge blow 
before kick-off as the Blues’ 
danger man Cole Palmer was 
ruled out due to illness.

Palmer has scored or assisted 
nearly 50 percent of Chelsea’s 
Premier League goals this sea-
son and his presence was badly 
missed by the visitors.

Despite enduring a disap-
pointing first season under 
Mauricio Pochettino, Chelsea 
had been unbeaten in eight con-
secutive league games prior to 
their FA Cup semi-final defeat 
to Manchester City on Saturday.

But they were blown away 
by an Arsenal side keen to reaf-
firm their title credentials after 
losing their last home game to 
Aston Villa.

“So difficult (a) result and 

performance (to accept) be-
cause it is not nice to see your 
team playing like this from the 
beginning of the game,” said 
Pochettino.

“Today we didn’t compete 
against a team fighting for the 
Premier League. We need to be 
aware we need to compete in a 
different way.”

The hosts flew out of the 
blocks and were in front inside 
five minutes.

Trossard only ended up at the 
Emirates after Arsenal were ga-
zumped by Chelsea in the bat-
tle to sign Mykhailo Mudryk in 
January 2023.

The Belgian has proved to be 
a far more productive signing 
and smashed in his 15th goal of 
the season at Djordje Petrovic’s 
near post.

Defeat leaves Chelsea still in 
ninth, three points adrift of the 
European places.

Next up for Arsenal is what 
appears their toughest hurdle 
remaining away to Tottenham 
in Sunday’s north London  
derby.

Should Arteta’s side prevail 
at the home of their fiercest ri-
vals, City will likely need to be 
perfect in their final six games 
to retain the title.

Arsenal’s English midfielder #41 Declan Rice (R) runs away from Chelsea’s Ecuadorian midfielder #25 Moises Caicedo (C) 
during the English Premier League football match between Arsenal and Chelsea at the Emirates Stadium in Londo

Milik fires Juventus into Italian Cup final
AFP | Rome, Italy

Arkadiusz Milik’s late strike 
helped Juventus reach the 

Italian Cup final on Tuesday 
with a 3-2 aggregate win over 
Lazio despite losing a tense 
second leg 2-1.

Nursing a 2-0 first-leg win, 
Juventus found themselves 
2-0 down on the night and 
completely dominated as 
Lazio made a fight of it with 
a brace of goals from Valentin 
Castellanos.

But late Juventus 
substitute Milik 
scored with his 
first touch on 83 
minutes to settle 
Juve’s nerves and 
the two-legged 
semi with a prod-
in.

The Turin 
side will 
play 
e i -
ther 
A t a -
lanta or 
F i o r -
entina 
in the 
M a y 
15 final, 

with the Florence outfit lead-
ing 1-0 before Wednesday’s 
return leg.

“We suffered against a good 
side, so we’re happy to be in 
the final,” said the Polish strik-
er Milik.

“We know we have to play 
better in the final, and we 
know we can play better.”

Mattia Perin was in the Ju-
ventus goal as their Cup ‘keep-
er, and suffered a torrid time 
with regular starter Wojciech 
Szczesny watching on from 
the bench.

Castellanos headed Lazio 
in front with a thunderous 
header from a corner on 12 
minutes and the Argentinian 
ran from deep to fire a low 
shot into the bottom corner 

shortly after the restart.
Juve coach Mas-
similiano Allegri 

brought on for-
wards Timo-
thy Weah and 
Milik with the 
clock ticking 
d o w n  a n d 
both were in-
volved as the 
double change 

paid immediate 
dividends.

Dusan Vlahovic

Uganda name Sharma 
as coach ahead of T20 
World Cup
Nairobi, Kenya

The Uganda Cricket As-
sociation on Tuesday 

named Indian former first-
class cricketer Abhay Shar-
ma as the new head coach of 
the men's national team in 
the run-up to the Twenty20 
World Cup.

The Cricket Cranes have 
booked their place in the 
competition for the first 
time and will be among 20 
teams at the tournament 
being jointly hosted by the 
United States and the West 
Indies from June 1.

Watford hire Cleverley as permanent boss
AFP | London, United Kingdom

Former Manchester United 
midfielder Tom Cleverley 

has been hired as Watford man-
ager on a permanent deal after 
his spell as interim boss of the 
Championship club.

Cleverley was placed in 
charge at Vicarage Road on a 
temporary basis when Valerien 
Ismael was sacked in March.

The 34-year-old has managed 
one win, one loss and five draws 
during his seven matches with 
the Hornets.

Watford are currently 15th in 
the second-tier table with two 
games left against Sunderland 

Middlesbrough.
They had lost six of their last 

eight league games before Is-
mael was axed in the midst of a 
disappointing season for a team 
expected to push for a play-off 
place.

Former England interna-
tional Cleverley joined Wat-
ford on loan from United in  
2009-10.

He returned to Watford from 
Everton in 2017 before retiring 
last year after an injury-plagued 
spell in the latter part of his 
career.

Cleverley made his first move 
into coaching with Watford’s 
youth academy before taking 
on the interim head coach role 
last month.

Tom Cleverley

Greg Norman
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The first tournament was in 2008. The highest 
bid of US$1.5 million was for the Indian 
one-day captain MS Dhoni and not far behind 
was Australian all-rounder Andrew Symonds. 
Lakshmipathy Balaji took the first hat-trick in 
the inaugural competition.

KNOW WHAT

Pant boosts World Cup 
hopes with IPL blitz

• Delhi posted 224-4 
courtesy of a 113-
run stand between 
Pant and fellow left-
hander Axar Patel

AFP | New Delhi, India

Rishabh Pant smashed an 
unbeaten 88 as he led 
Delhi Capitals to a tense 

IPL win over Gujarat Titans on 
Wednesday, boosting his chanc-
es of playing for India at the T20 
World Cup.

Delhi posted 224-4 courte-
sy of a 113-run stand between 
Pant and fellow left-hander 
Axar Patel, who hit 66, after 
they slipped to 44-3 inside six 
overs at their home Arun Jaitley 
Stadium.

The hosts kept Gujarat down 
to 220-8 to win by four runs af-
ter David Miller's 23-ball 55 and 
an unbeaten 21 off 11 deliveries 
by Rashid Khan.

Mukesh Kumar kept his nerve 
in the final over for Delhi's 
fourth win in nine matches as 
they kept their playoff hopes 
alive in the T20 tournament.

Pant, 26, struck his third 
half-century of this season after 
14 months away from top level 
cricket following a frightening 
car accident when his Mercedes 

rammed into a barrier, flipped 
and caught fire in December 
2022. Pant, a wicketkeeper-bats-
man, suffered multiple injuries 
and was rushed to hospital be-
fore being airlifted to Mumbai 
for further treatment and sur-
gery.

"Everyday that I'm in the mid-
dle, I feel better," man of the 
match Pant said after his 43-ball 
blitz studded with five fours and 
eight sixes.

Pant has not only fired 
with the bat in the IPL but his 
sharp work behind the stumps 
prompted Delhi's director of 
cricket Sourav Ganguly and 
coach Ricky Ponting to back 
the India star for making the 
national team for the World Cup 
in June.

'Great fight'
Up and coming Australian 

batsman Jake Fraser-McGurk 
gave Delhi a strong start with 
his 14-ball 23 but medium-pace 
bowler Sandeep Warrier took 
three wickets including two in 
one over.

Patel, a bowling all-rounder 
promoted to number three in 
the batting, brought up his fif-
ty with a boundary off Rashid 
before another Afghanistan 
spinner Noor Ahmad had 
him caught at long-on.

Pant reached his fifty in 
style with a six off Mohit 
Sharma and then ham-
mered the medium-pace 
bowler in a 31-run 20th 
over when he finished 
with a six, four and three 
hits over the fence to raise 
the roof.

South African Tristan 
Stubbs watched the blitz from 
the other end after he smashed 
Sai Kishore in the 19th over, 
which went for 22 runs, for his 
unbeaten seven-ball 26.

In reply, Gujarat lost skipper 
Shubman Gill for six off Anrich 
Nortje before impact substitute 
Sai Sudarshan smashed 65 off 
39 balls.

Gujarat lost regular wick-
ets but the left-handed Miller 
smashed Nortje for three sixes 
and a four to give Delhi a scare 

before his departure in the 18th 
over.

Rashid kept up the 
fight till the end as 

G u j a r a t 
n e e d e d 
1 9  o f f 
t h e 
f i n a l 

over and 
f i v e  o n 

the last 
ball.

Mbappe, Dembele leave PSG 
poised to celebrate Ligue 1 title
AFP | Paris, France

Paris Saint-Germain could 
be confirmed as French 

Ligue 1 champions once again 
later on Wednesday after Ous-
mane Dembele and Kylian 
Mbappe both scored twice in 
a 4-1 win at Lorient.

The result leaves PSG 14 
points ahead of second-placed 
Monaco, who have five games 
remaining including Wednes-
day's home meeting with Lille.

If Monaco fail to win that, 
PSG will be able to celebrate a 
record-extending 12th French 
league championship triumph, 
and a 10th in the last 12 cam-
paigns.

Luis Enrique's side have a 
potential treble in their sights, 
with an upcoming Champi-
ons League semi-final against 
Borussia Dortmund and the 
French Cup final against Lyon 
to look forward to next month.

They made short work of 
relegation-threatened Lorient 
in Brittany after Dembele gave 
them the lead on 19 minutes, 
collecting a Senny Mayulu 
pass and coming in from the 

right flank before sending a 
shot low into the bottom-left 
corner. Nuno Mendes then 
cut the ball back for Mbappe 
to double their lead midway 
through the first half.

PSG were looking to extend 
their unbeaten run in Ligue 
1 to 25 games going back to 
September and their only loss 
of the campaign so far, at home 
to Nice.

Lorient, in contrast, were 
aiming to avoid a fourth con-
secutive defeat and climb out 
of the automatic relegation 
places. The visitors were with-
out several rested regulars, in-
cluding captain Marquinhos, 
Achraf Hakimi and Vitinha, 
but Mbappe and Dembele 
were both very much in the 
mood.

Mbappe completed the scor-
ing for PSG in the 90th minute 
with a trademark strike across 
the goalkeeper from the left-
hand side of the box.

That took Mbappe to 43 
goals for the campaign in all 
competitions in 43 appearanc-
es, with 26 of his goals coming 
in Ligue 1.

Paris Saint-Germain’s French forward #07 Kylian Mbappe (R) and Paris 
Saint-Germain’s French forward #23 Randal Kolo Muani (L) high five each 
other
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